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ABSTRACT 

This study consists of two parts: 

(1) A Reinsurance Market Is described and studied In 
a manner similar to those of stock market theories 
and the existence of an equilibrium price function 

Is shown. 

(2) The sequential reinsurance-dividend problem of the 
Insurance Company (I.C.) Is formulated as a dynamic 
programming problem and closed form solutions found 
for a class of utility functions. It Is shown that 
the optimal dividend strategy Is linear In the re- 
serves level and that the prerelnsurance wealth of 
the I.C. does not Influence the optimal form of Its 
postrelnsurance wealth. 
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CHAPTU 1 

INTRODUCTION 

■ 

One of th« clatalc problaas of an Inauranca company (I.C.) la 

control of Ita level of riefe reeervee.   Thaaa r»aan>««. aa va ahall 

hancaforth call them, ara looaaly defined aa a aum of aonay to 

which premiume,  collected by selling polidea, ara added and loe»e»t 

amounts paid to aatiafy claiaa, are aubtractad over tine. The man- 

agement of an I.C. can control the reaervea proceaa in four ways; 

(1) By changing the income atream (by increaalng the premiuma or the 

volume of business); (2) By Influencing the lose amounts (through 

aafety inspections or improved undervriting); (3) By modifying the 

form of the loss diatribution to the I.C. (by buying (aalling) re~ 

inauranca); (4) By paying dividends  to the pollcyholdera or ahare- 

holders. In this theaia ve ahall at firat ascume that the fir at 

two factors (rate making, marketing and undervriting) are kept con* 

atant and ve shall examine in detail the Interaction of reinaurance 

and dividend decisions. It vill then be ahovn hov a generalization 

can be made to partially include the firat factor through a decision 

for expenditures to promote aalea. 

By reinsuring, the claims random variable ia transformed; in 

other vords, the I.C. insures e portion of its random loss by mak- 

ing a fixed payment to another I.C. The firat I.C. la called the 

cedent and the second the reinsurer. The moat common forma of re- 

inaurance treaties (or contracta) are the etop-loee  and quota rein- 

eueanoe.    In the former, the reinsurer promisee to pay the claims 

exceeding a certain limit (much like the deductible  on the customer 

- I.C. level), while in the latter case, the reinsurer promiaes to 

j 
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pay a fixed quota of the total claims. Other treaties are of course 

possible. Ir more complicated situations, two or more I.C.'s nay 

mutually reinsure one another In an attempt to «preaJ the risk. 

By paying dividends the I.C. can, of course reduce Its reserves 

at any time. This gives an Immediate benefit to policy/shareholders, 

but then It will be unable to bear a lot of risk without an Increased 

probability of being ruined which translates to less expected profits 

or dividends In the future. 

Most of the literature treats the two above-mentioned ways of 

controlling the reserves separately. 

Dividend Models 

Models for optimal dividend payment strategies were initiated by 

De Flnetti (1957), who sought a criterion for evaluating the reserves 

considered as a stochastic process. He regarded the criterion used 

up to that time (the probability of ruin, i.e. the probability that 

the reserves would become zero or negative) as being too conservative, 

and proposed using the discounted sum of dividend payments.  In his 

model, every time the reserves exceeded a certain level H, the excesn 

was distributed as dividend. The problem was then to find the opti- 

mal H so as to maximize the discounted sum of dividend payments until 

ruin occurred. 

This kind of barrier strategy  was later proven to be optimal for 

the discounted sum of dividends criterion [Miyasawa (1962), Morrill 

(1966)]. Borch (1966), (1968a) found solutions to the problem for 

some nondiscrete distributions and was also able to calculate the 

expected time until ruin under a barrier strategy. Gerber (1969) 

extended the rerults to the continuous time case. He proved the 

■ -   .. 
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optiaallty of the barrier itrategy and calculated the optimal barrier 

level when the clalme process was compound Polsson. 

! W 
Reinsurance Modele 

Paralleled In time, but with a much longer history, was the 

development of reinsurance models which can be divided Into two 

classes. To the first class belong all the models where the form 

of the reinsurance contract Is given explicitly (for example, stop- 

loee  or quota).    Questions usually associated with these models are: 

What Is the fair net premium of reinsurance?, Is there any benefit 

(e.g. reduction of variance or of the probability of ruin) to the 

cedent or the reinsurer or both?. What is  the optimum level of re- 

insurance etc? 

The second class of reinsurance models, developed relatively 

recently, focuses on finding the optimal forme  of reinsurance under 

different preference criteria for the cedent, the reinsurer, or both. 

A brief review of this second class of models follows, since they 

are closely related to this study. 

Considering reinsurance from the cedent*s point of view, Borch 

(1960c) proved that the stop-loss form of treaties is optimal when 

the cedent seeks to minimize his variance. Kahn (1961) generalized 

this result when the cedent is permitted to choose from a wider class 

of contracts which he called admissible.  Introducing the expected 

utility criterion, Arrow (1963) showed that if the premium associ- 

ated with an Insurance (or reinsurance) contract depends only on its 

actuarlally fair value (i.e. the expected value of the contract), 

then stop-loss reinsurance is optimal for the cedent. Several other 

authors considered the problem from the expected utility maximization 

• 
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point of view and found conditions for full or partial coverage under 

stop-loss or quota insurance (reinsurance).  [See, for example, 

Pashiglan, Sc ikade, Menefee (1966). Smith (1968), Mossin (1968)]. 

Looking a. the problem from the reinsurer's point of view, 

Vajda (1962) rhowed that quota reinsurance lt> preferred by the re- 

insurer who seeks to minimize his coefficient of variation. 

Ohlin (1969) generalized existing work by considering various 

classes of contracts and finding the best contract in each class in- 

dependently for the cedent and the reinsurer. Similar results were 

found by Lemaire (1973) who used a rather unorthodox preference rule. 

The most Important model as related to this thesis is that of 

Borch (1960a), (1960b) who tried to find a "best" treaty for both 

cement and reinsurance. Borch viewed the situation as an n-person 

cooperative game and found conditions for a reinsurance treaty to 

be Pareto optimal. This approach is intuitively more satisfying as 

it considers both sides of the problem simultaneously. We will ex- 

pand on this model in detail in Chapter 2. 

Combined Models 

Three questions arise naturally at this point: 

Ql: How can we combine the dividend payment decision with the 

reinsurance problem in a single dynamic decision formulation? 

Q2: How does this combined decision Influence the form of re- 

insurance to be chosen? 

Q3:  If it is possible to solve Ql and Q2 from the I.C.'s point 

of view, what do we lose, if anything, by disregarding the other 

parties that take part in the reinsurance contract? In other words, 

Ml ■ nil- - -^-..^^-...        .. .:.....~^~**imä*mim 
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Is It possible to solvs tht Individualistic probloi of ths fir« 

without sacrificing Che cooporatlvs nature of reinsurance as de- 

scribed by Borch (1960a),  (1960b)? 

As far as Ql is concerned, there are two modele in the liter- 

ature: 

A. Deyananda (1970), (1972) assumes s continuous time, infi- 

nite horizon model of an I.C. whose losses form e Wiener stochastic 

procsss. He further assumes that the I.C. is restricted to quota 

reinsurance and that its dividend policy is to distrlbuts to the 

shareholders the excess of Its reserves above a fixed level H . 

Using as the objective function a heuristic form of the expected 

dividend payments, he finds the optimal reinsurance quota and the 

barrier level H . In particular, he determines the conditions fsr 

which no reinsurance, quota reinsurance, or a mixture of the two 

(according to the level of reservee) is optimal. 

B. In contrast, Andrt Frisque (I»74) formulates a discrete 

time dynamic programming model where, in each period, the I.C. 

chooses both the amount to be paid as dividend end the portion of 

the portfolio to be reinsured, given that the I.C. is rsstrlcted 

to quota reinsurance and the price of reinsurance is actuarially 

fair. The objective of the I.C. is to maximize the expected dis- 

counted sum of the one-period utility functions. A closed form 

solution is found whsn: (a) the one-period utility function lu 

of the form u(x) ■ xY x > 0 , 0 < Y < 1 • (b) the claims vari- 

able can take the valuee 0 or 2 ; and (c) the premiums received 

from pollcyholders is 1 . Both the optimal dividend payment policy 

end the optimal quota reinsurance level are found to be lineer in 

the reeerves. 
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Our Approach 

The last model Is very much related to our approach and can 

be considered as a special case of the results of Chapter 3. We, 

shall in fact, find closed-form solutions for a much wider class 

of utility functions (the linear risk tolerance class to be defined 

in detail In Chapter 3), while Imposing no restrictions on either 

the form of reinsurance or the probabilistic structure of claims. 

Both our approach and that of Frlsque (1974) are related to the 

consumption-investment model of the Individual, studied by Hakansson 

(1966). 

Both of the above models (Dayananda (1970), (1972), Frlsque 

(1974)) do not address to questions Q2 and Q3. This study attempts 

to answer these questions as related to the dynamic decision problem 

of the l.C. 

In Chapter 2 we review the theory on Pareto optimal reinsurance 

treaties, and use these results to construct a mutual reinsurance 

market of n I.C.'s (agents) where each tries to maximize its ex- 

pected utility over all possible reinsurance contracts, when prices 

are given. We then show, using a fixed point theorem, that the 

market has an equilibrium (i.e. a prices exist that clear the mar- 

ket) under certain conditions. This result Implies that the com- 

petitive market equilibrium is also Pareto optimal, answering ques- 

tion Q3, and defining an equilibrium price function for the market. 

Chapter 3 considers the individual firm's dynamic decision prob- 

lem, when faced with reinsurance price function in each period. We 

formulate a dynamic programming relation which, In each period, allow 

the l.C. to find the best reinsurance contract and the dividend to 

MMMMMMM tmum um—■■tiiiirr-- ■ 
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be paid to the pollcy-ihare-holder* when the objective Is to maxi- 

mize the expected value of the discounted sum of the one-period 

utilities.    Closed form solutions are found for the linear risk- 

tolerance class of utility functions.    In this manner Q2 and Q3 

are answered. 

In Chapter 4 we Interpret the results of Chapter 3 and gener- 

alize the model to Include a decision on expenditure for promotion 

of sales, which, In fact, does not alter the nature of the optimal 

policies. 

In Chapter 5, we consider a multiplicative utility function 

[Meyer (1969)],  in contrast to the discounted sum of utilities used 

In Chapter 3.    Closed form solutions are found only for a subclass 

of the linear-risk-tolerance class of utility functions, which, 

nevertheless,  strikingly resemble the results of Chapter 3. 

Finally in Chapter 6 we discuss some further questions and 

possible extensions of this study. 

- - ■-■ ^—        ,1,,   -...., -. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE MUTUAL REINSURANCE MARKET 

2.1 Introduction 

We review In Section 2.2 the Pareto optimal mutual reinsurance 

treaty conditions found by Borch (1960a), (1960b). This approach 

considers the participating companies as fully cooperating in the 

sharing of risk. His solution allows a good deal of freedom, as 

in general an infinity of Pareto optimal treaties is determined. 

In the next Section (2.3), we consider a competitive situation 

which we call the Mutual Reinsurance Market.  In the market there 

are n agents who exchange "elementary" contracts under given 

prices each with the purpose of maximizing his expected utility 

function under a budget constraint. Conditions for the optimallty 

of each agent's maximization problem are formulated in a manner 

similar to recent securities market models.  [See Borch (1967b).] 

These conditions show that the results of the market will belong 

to a set of Pareto optimal treaties if, in addition, the market 

clearing condition is satisfied.  In Section (2.A) we use a fixed 

point theorem to prove that this is possible if certain conditions 

are satisfied.  Finally, in Section (2.5) three simple examples are 

shown to clarify the already exposed theory. 

2.2 The Pareto Optimal Reinsurance Treaty 

2.2.1 General 

Consider n Insurance companies (agents). Each agent 1 pos- 

sesses a capital C. (reserves plus premiums collected) and a port- 

folio of contracts whose total claims are given by the random variable 

■*4-'^t-—-■"-*—'-*--■-'-- -     --- ■ —"—— -■■ ■ —    ■■■ ■' ^* J-y—u 
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C1 . Ut i « Clt .... ^ . Ut X^ b« th« stt o£ poMlbl« v«lu«« 

of 5.(1 - 1 n) and X s x1 * X2 >« Xj ln . 

For «topllclty v« will donoto   *£ f ci " ^ .    *1   *■• • randoa 

variable whoaa valua will be d'noted   y.  ; It may be Interpreted aa 

the net end-of-perlod capital when no relneurence Is purchaaed. 

Also let   i i ♦, ♦    .    The value of   ji   will be   £ ; y, c ^i 

and   ycYST.  x...xT   . i n 

A reineurano« treaty among the   n   agent Is a n-trlple of func- 

tlona   Z(x) " (2.(2), .... ZQ(£)}   auch that 

(2.1) 
n n 
I   Zifc) -    I   y«    fox all   £ c Y 

1-1   x 1-1    1 

In other words, each agent, prior to reinsurance, hae the risky 

esset    il».  .    The reinsurance treaty redistributes the risks, thus 

assigning to each agent    1   a function (or contract)    Z.C^)    deecrlb- 

Ing his wealth aa a function of the realization of the random veri- 

eblea   j^    (equlvalently the claims,    C1's)    so that there is aonaer- 

votion (2.1). 

Eech agent is further cheracterized by a utility of money, 

u1(*)  .    Then the reinsurance treety changes the agent's utility 

from 

U1(4»1)  = Eu1«»1) 

to 

U1(Z1(i))  = Eui(Zl(i)) 

whire expectation is taken with respect to the Joint probability 

distribution of  1 • «Is, ..., * . 

■ ■- — uriimii i i   -^- ■-. . . -.—    -■r««—■*—^^"^fcMaiMiri"  
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A ralnsuranc« treaty   Zfo), ..., Zn(^)    It called Pareto 

optimal If for every other reinsurance treaty   Z'(^),   ..., Z^(^) 

either    U^ZJ^»)) - U^Z^))    for all    i 

(2.2) or for at least one   1 

U^ZJXD) <Ui(Z1(j1))  . 

There are alternative ways of expressing the Pareto optimal concept 

but the idea is the same.    The set of Pareto optimal reinsurance 

treaties includes all those treaties for which the utility of one 

or more agents cannot be Increased without decreasing the utility 
i 

of some other agent(a). 

If we assume that reinsurance is conducted In a cooperative 

mood, it la reasonable to assume that the participating agents will 

try to achieve a Pareto optimal result.     (The philosophy is:    "Why 
i 

not make a treaty that will increase the utility of all partici- 

pants".)    This, however,  is not always the case.    In reality, it 

is possible that a company might wish to suffer a slight loss if 

that meant a heavy loss or bankruptcy for its competitor.    We will, 

however, disregard such situations here and adopt the Pareto opti- 

mal approach instead. 

2.2.2   The Theory 

Borch  (1960a),   (1960b) presented necessary and sufficient con- 

ditions for the Pareto optlmality of an n-agent reinsurance treaty. 

Later, Du Mouchel (1968), provided a more rigorous proof along with 

conditions for the existence of a Pareto optimal solution.    The fol- 

lowing theorem summarizec these results. 

H   Ili^—MiliMMmMa^MlMilUlHMltlH   I „■M..,!*!  n.l.mMHA^Mitäm^..:*,^-^.,....—.-.^. ,  .,,...    . . .,    ^ 
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Th«or— It 

L«t th« utility function«   u.(*)i 1 a 1 n   b« dlffartn« 

tlabl«, pondacreasing, concava.    Than tha ralnauranca traaty 

(Z.ty),  ...,  Z (g)) It Parato optimal if and only if thara axlat 

nonnagativa constants   k. + O,^»  '"* ^»    •0 that 

(2.3) 

ui(Z1(X)) • ^ u^(Z1(2))      1-1 n , Vj e Y 

n n 
and       I   Z (jr) m   I   7. - 

1-1   x 1-1   * 

Furthermore. If th« «!(•) are all contlnuoua and tha k. are so 

chosen so that tha rangr^ of tha functlona k u'C«) have a common 

nonempty Intersection, then a Parato optima? reinsurance treaty 

exists which satisfies tha conditions (2.3). 

Proof; 

Tha proof can be found in the paper a by Borch and Du Mouchel 

mentioned above. Here we will outline the sufi.iri.ency part of the 

proof, i.e. the fact that (2.3) implies Pareto optlmallty. 

Following Du Mouchel (1968), let {zi(^)}".1 satisfy (2.3) 

for aome positive constants k.( ..., k 
*     n 

The caaa whan a k. ■ 0 la straightforward, as for agent 1 

u. (•) haa reached a maximum, and the treaty <Z.i. , cannot be 
i ( ifi"i 

Improved from hie point of view. So {z.f? . is Farato optimal. 

We conalder, therefore, the caaa when k. >0 !■!, ...,n, 

k. ■ 1 . Form any other treaty 

I j 

Zi " Zl + el • el " •l^ '  i " !• •••t n • 

■MM* ■ -'— - - i ii ii»*iiiiiiir »■■ mm i*ilm ■JMfc   '■—     --'■- 
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n 
Then because     I 2J " I Z4 "*    1   «J ^ 0 . 

1    1   i-1 * 

i J 

Now for each i 

u^zp - ü1(7:l) - EIU^ZJ) - u. (z1)l 

but since u. is concave, 

u1(Zi + e^ - u^Z^ < u;(Z1)e1 

ü1(Zji) - Ü1(Z1) < EuJ(Z1)e1 

and because of (2.3) 

ü1(Zy - Ui(Z1) < e^EUj^CZ^  . 

Dividing by    k     and summing over    i , 

(2.4) 
I U^ZJ) - U^) 

< Eu Wil «t) 

If Z  were not Pareto optimal then there would be a Z' such 

that for each i ^(Zj) > VAZ^   and for at least one J 

Ü.(Z!) > Ü CZ ) , but this contradicts (2.A) above  Thus (Z.) 

is Pareto optimal. 

We omit the necessary and existence parts of the proof. 11 

2.2.3 Ob servat ions 

1) We implicitly assumed that all agents agree on the proba- 

bility distribution of ip . If this were not the case, we could 

still prove a similar result, the necessary and sufficient conditions 

for Pareto optimality now being 

MyH, tmmmmiuuamiii ■ i   [iiiirm'«,       —.■■■ —^^^M^^ 
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(2.5) ul<Zi<Z>^l<X> 

1-1,   ..., n, V^ e Y 

where tAl)    1« the eubjeative probability density  function of 

egent 1 for the random variable ty .    But we must further assume 

thet ell agents have ^(g) > 0 2 e Y and ♦i^^ ' 0 2 ^ Y ' 

(I.e. agents agree on the set of values £ can take). 

Also In this case, the existence pert of the Theorem does not 

hold anymore. Nevertheless, if the u'(*) have a range cf (0,») 

and In addition to being continuous they are «lao strictly decreasing, 

a solution exists for all k > 0 1 ■ 1, ..., n . Here Is a proof: 

Sine« u'(') have a range of (0,«0 and t^i)  > 0 for 

2 e Y for all agents, (2.5) has a solution.  It only remains to 

show that the conservation condition 

(2.1) 
n 

I 
1-1 
I z1(z)-Iy1 = y+ 

Is satisfied. 

From (2.5) Z^s) - uj1(ki J-) . 

so 

7l 

Thus we have to check If s can be chosen as a function of y 

Indeed each that V(8) £ I  uj1^ |-) equals y for all y 

Also the u! (•) Is continuous, thus V(8) Is continuous In s 

range of u| (•) Is, for example, (t., t.) . Now If we require 

For completeness, we note that the problem is mathematically the sane 
if ^ yj    is replaced by a function N^) . If we think then of ^ 
as signifying the "state of nature," we get into more general situätiors 
which include the securities market, for which results like (2.5) are 
also known to apply [see for example Mossin (1973a), (1973b)]. 

MMMMUU. '" ''•" jMjjaMrtMB , i "^  I   .M..»-^-.^ 1  ^ |   ^ 
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that    I lj< y <_ ][ t.    (which most hold, otherwl»« the pre-r«ln- 

surance situation would have no meaning) It follows that by letting 

s -•. 0 , V(«) * lti t while for    S -► » , V(B) - I ^ •    Thus   V(») 

covers the range of    y   and Is continuous.    This means that    s(y) 

can be found so that the conservation condition (2.1)  is satisfied. 

2)   When we assusie that    t.^) - $(£)  , 1 • 1»  .... n   as in 

(2.3), we can prove that  the    7.A^)    1 ■ I,   ..., n   depend only on 

n 
7 -    1   Yi    and not on each particular   y.  .    In other words, when 

1-1   1 1 

the Insurance companies agree on the probability distribution of 

the risks, then they pool their risks and the reinsurance contracts 

depend on the pooled "Lsk    (i|/)    only.    To avoid new notation we will 

simply write    Z.(y)   .    The proof by Borch (1960b)  is as follows: 

By Theorem 1 a Pireto optimal reinsurance treaty    {Z.}    must 

satisfy 

(2.3) 
1 • 2,   •.., n 

LU1<Z1<*»| 

n n I      k.  > 

I h- I y, i" 
i-i 1   i-i 1      / 

o 

Differentiating both equations w.r.t.    y.    we have, 

32.^) 82  (Z) 

n    3Z. 

i-i '] 

mä*mmmmmm*m**ämi*miäämmMmm i ■ i ■ ,..., „>,,   M,, ^..„^^^j^iMiMiMMlMMMMiM^^i --- '■-'■   ■     -■■   !!■     - ■    ■■         i   ^| i ,.  ._. 
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Asauat chat   uV(«) ^ 0    (In fact   < 0)  , w« divld« th« first 

tquadon by   u'^Z.)    and tua ovtr   1 t 

It follows that 

91     n       k. 
1 • W ^ Ji ^ 

15 

9Z, 

ayj   vV n       1^ 

Since the right hand aide does not depend on J , It follows that 

n 
Z. Is a function of y 5 I   y.   only. 

J-l J 

3) Equations (2.3) give us necessary and sufficient crndltions 

for a reinsurance treaty to be Psreto optimal. We muat realise, 

however, that in general there are going to be an infinity of 

Pareto optimal solutions for each choice of k = k. k . 

(We have set k. ■ 1 since the solution brought about by k is 

the same as that of a • k , a > 0). In general, the range of k 

will be limited as the existence part of Theorem 1 requires. 

If, however, the u'(*) have a isnge of (0,**) and are strictly 

decree- ig and continuous, then n Pareto optimal solution Is 

guarenti  for ell k. > 0 , i « 1, ..., n even if heterogeneoua 

probabllltiee are introduced aa discussed above (Section 2.2.3/1). 

"■■"'"•-'"••• - - 
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4) An äquivalent problem to solving (2.3) Is 

Find P(i)t Zj^), .... Zn(x) such thst 

P(l) 
uJ(Z1(x)) - k1 J7-J-  i - 1 n , ^ > 0 , ^ >. 0 

i ■ 2, .1., n 
(2.3)' 

n 
I   Z (i) - y 

i-1 x 

where    0(2)    is the probability density function of   j£ .    Let us 

also observe that since   ul(') J> 0    and    ♦(i) > 0 , P(i)  >. 0 

(u'C«)  > 0 * P(x) > 0)  . 

The solution to (2.3)' will be a function of   k ■> k.(   ..., k 

as well as   ^ .    We can then write 

P(Z) - P(z,k)  , Z1(i)  - Z1(2,k)  , i - 1 n 

for all k so that a solution to (2.3)' exists. By observation of 

(2.3)' we see that for a > 0 

P^.a-k) 5 i P(2.k) . Zi(i.ak) = Z1(^,k) , 1-1. .... n . 

P(l,k) 
5) If ^(i) ■ ♦(z) , i - 1. .... n then  ', >  is decreasing 

in each y. if each u!(*) is nondecreasing. 

We will use this result in Chapter 3. 

The proof simply consists in substituting 

and noting that since each u' (•) is nonincreasing an increase 

n 

USSMMUMM 1 1 mm Mr—-■  -■     ,,.. ....„^^MMMaiM^^^M»» 
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+ ß.  > 0   and 

In   y   thould ltdue« a dacraaa« In      .» i    . 

2.2.4   Exaapl« - Tha Quadratic Caaa 

Lat   u1(x) - - ~ x2 + BjX .    Than   uj(x) - - x + B1 

dacraaalng if    B. > 0   and   x ^ 6i .    Substituting in (2.3) 

' Zi + Bi - ki('Zl + V       1 ■ 2,  .... n . 

n 
Sunning over   i   and uaing     T   Z   • y 

i-1    i 

17 
*M^b   i 

'•', 
* n 

n 
I 

i-1 
- y + I ßi -   I  \^\ + *$ 

or in ganaral 

z^y^-^-fr-^i)*^ 

i-i * 

vhieh at axpactad, dapanda on   y   only.    (Recall Section 2.2.3/2.) 

Mote alio that   y - J 8^ 1 0    (since   y1 <, ei)    eo    Z. .< 6.    aa it 

•hould.   This treaty is an axanple of a quota reinsurance treaty as 

it is linear in the aggregate after-clalna wealth of tha participat- 

ing compsnies. 

The result is velid for all    ^ ^ 0   i • 2t  .... n ; ^ - 1 . 

Further, fron (2.3)' 

^ ^ Wy.*» .   \** 

2 r (-2i+ ^ x1        1 

— -—^—^ M -     ■   — ^^^^"■^"^mu^mtxi  ii i ^.-. -..-*A. . ^...^.-.. 
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and P(2.jt) _> 0 as expected. 

2.3 The Reinsurance Market 

We discussed In the last section the conditions that must be 

satisfied by a reinsurance treaty among n agents for the result 

to be Pareto optimal. The question we consider now is whether a 

market mechanism can be formed that can achieve a Pareto optimal 

result. We will first define the commodities (or elementary con- 

tracts) to be traded and find the conditions for optimality of each 

agent when he tries to maximize his expected utility subject to a 

budget constraint when prices for the elementary contracts are given. 

Then in Section 2.A we will show that if certain Assumptions hold 

the allocation that results from trading elementary contracts be- 

longs to the Pareto optimal allocations. The approach and results 

resemble that of the securities market theories.  [See for example 

Borch (1968b), Mossln (1973a). ] 

2.3.1 The Market Optimality Conditions 

Let us look at the space Y where ^r , the value of the ran- 

dom variable j^ , Is defined, and denote by L2(Y) the set of square 

Integrable functions defined on Y . By the theory of Hilbert spaces, 

there exists a set of functions in L2(Y) called a complete set  such 

that all functions In L.(Y) can be written as a linear combination 

of the elements of the complete set. Further, if the elements of the 

complete set of functions are orthonormallzed, the set is called an 

orthonormal basis    for L2(Y)  [see for example Reed and Simon (1972), 

p. A4]. 

Let |8i(z)>r,0 be a basis for L2(Y) . Then for a square 

MM «1 r -■-    —  
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(2.5) 

«h«r« 

Z^y) •   I   MiCt)       1 ■ 1, .... n . 1 J-0   J 3 

(1 • 1,2,  ..., n) 

J      Y    X       J (J -1,2 -) 

mr« the coafflcltnts In th« «xpanalon of th« 1     reinsurance treaty. 

d2 £ dYj.^»  •••» dyn ' 

Aesuae for the moment that   7   is euch that each   y.   varlee 

over a finite Interval.    Then, with the same reasoning, we can also 

expand the net prereinsurance wealth of the 1     agents using 

the same baals as: 

■■.• 

'm 

(2.6) 7t-   I   t\%A(3) - 
x  J-0 J 3 

We can now return tc our problem end make the following reln- 

terpretatlone: 

^.:    the prerelnsurence wealth of agent 1 , a random variable 

whose value Is y. 

Z.(£): 'be postrelnsurance wealth (or contract) of agent 1 when 

1-2 
gj ($): an elementary oontraot of type J that pays $ g. (^) when 

1 ■ y 

f.:    quantity of g.(±)    that agent 1 possesses, prior to rein- 

surance, 

•j:    quantity of g.(£)    that egent 1 possesses after reinsurance. 

i 
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This Interpretation suggests that the commodities traded were the 

elementary contracts    gAf)    (J ■ 0,1,2,   ...)  , a linear combina- 

tion of which can form any "real" reinsurance treaty   Z(^)    within 

L2(Y)  . 

Suppose that it were possible to specify a price   p.    for each 
"  - J 

g.(l) . (J - 0,1,2, ...) • Let  I Pi < - . 
3 J-0 3 

Each agent in the market tries to maximize his own expected 

utility subject to his budget constraint, given the prices. Thus 

the maximization problem of the 1  agent in the market can be re- 

stated as: 

(2.7) 
I 

•D «0 

»•t. I   e p - I   I p 
j-0 J J  j-0 J J 

(2.7) can be solved directly, but was introduced only to explain 

clearly what basic commodities were being traded in the market.    We 

will now give the problem an equivalent form that is easier to solve 

and also is more compact as we avoid expansions of functions in an 

orthonormal basis. 

Define a price function   P^)    as: 

J-0   ;J J 

Then the    1        agent's maximization problem in a market characterized 

by a price function   Viy)    is written as: 

   —"-  
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it   i 

(2.7)' 
z<(i) 

Eu1(Z10|.)) 

••t.   Jz1(2)P(i)di - Jy^dMx . 

.th That Is, th«   1       agent seeks to maximize his expected utility 

over ell posslbls reinsurance contracts   Z.(0    lubjsct to his 

budget constrslnt. 

Assuming that   \xA*)    Is dlfferentiable, nondecreaslng, con- 

cave, the necesssry and sufficient conditions for   ZAy)    to be en 

optimal solution to (2.7)' is given by the calculus of variations. 

[See for example Gelfand and Fomln (1963)] as: 

(2.8) 

and 

(2.9) 

u^Z^m^) - X^Cz) ,Vl e Y 

/ Z^dz - / y^di 

I 

where X  Is a Lagrenge multiplier to be detemlnec! by (2.9). 

Equations (2.8) and (2.9), which must W id  for all agents 

1 ■ 1, ..., n , are called the Market Optimc  ity Conditions. 

Similar equations appear as optlmallty conditions in s «ecrui- 

tles market.  This is to be expected since the elementary contracts 

(SJ Ci)) could eesily be regarded as securities promising to pay 

g. (£) if the "state of nature" jfe, ■ i occurs. The reason that, 

in our case, the optlmallty conditions take a rather simple form 

(2.8), (2.9) Is that we assume that the securities (or elementary 

contracts) {gj(£)} form a complete orthonormal set. 

See for example Mossin (1973a), (1973b). 

MMB k^MM. 
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Arrow Certificates - an Exampl« 

A particular case would be to consider Y as consisting of 

the Integers from 1 to m (i.e. there are m states of nature). 

Then any function over Y can be written as a linear combination 

of the impulse functions, 

1 y-J 
My) ] j - i, .... m . 
J    ' 0 otherwise 

o (y) is a certificate promising to pay $1 if y - J and nothing 

otherwise. These ara known as "Arrow certificates", first used by 

Arrow (196A) to introduce uncertainty in equilibrium models of 

economics. In this space, therefore, completeness means that there 

is a certificate for each state of nature. In the more general 

sense, completeness means that there are enough elementary con- 

tracts so that any desired contract can be formed as a linear com- 

bination of then. 

2.3.2 Some Remarks on the Market Optimality Conditions 

1) Let uj(') > 0 . If the Market Optimality Condition (2.8) 

is to make sense, we require that X P(^) > 0 . Thus P(^) must 

be positive for all ^ or * 0 for all ^ . This is a matter of 

definition. Consider P(£)d£ ; it is the price of a certificate 

that pays $1 if ^ c (^ + d^] , zero if otherwise. It makes sense 

then to ask that P(x) > 0 . It follows that X. > 0 . 

2) Let T =  JP(£)d£ . Then ir is the price of a contract 

that pays $1 under any circumstances. It follows that 1 • ^- 

Is the interest rate. If i>0*>iT<l. 

: 

: 

—"■**—*"^'i i i      '— - ^^-^H^IM^^^^^ 
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3) If the u'(*) hav« • rang« of (0,-) then (2.8) has a 

solution, Z1(Z.^1) for any X. > 0 . Further, If u^(') !• 

•trlctly decreasing and continuous, then Z^.X^ is contiruous 

and strictly decreasing la >. . Furthermore, a solution X^ to 

(2.9) always exists and thuc the Market Optioelity Conditions have 

a solution. To see the lest assertion, let the domain of u^(*) 

be (t^t^ . Certeinly Y1C(t1,t1)  (i.e., the values that ^ 

can take must have meaning for the bearer of the risk, agent 1) . 

Then letting X -»• 0 and looking at (2.8), we see that Z^.X^ ■»■ 

t.Vx e Y • Thu• by choice of X > 0 , we can make Z^tX^ > yi  , 

Vi c Y . Similarly, by letting i<i ^ m   we can make Z^^) <, y±  , 

V^ e Y . The last two observations, along with the continuity of 

ZjCx»*) • guarantee the existence of a X^ > 0 so that (2.9) is 

satisfied. 

4) Again heterogeneous (or subjective) probability density 

functions can be introduced without much difficulty. We only need 

to replace $(£) by ♦1(i) in the market optl^ality conditions 

(2.8). Of courser wc must further require the', all tAx)    have 

a common domain as we did in 2.2.3/1. 

2.4 The Existence of Equilibrium 

Comparing (2.8) and (2.9) with (2.3) we immediately see that 

little is missing to make the contracts determined by the Market 

Optimality Conditions belong to the set of Pareto optimal treeties 

(defined by (2.3)). In fact what is missing from the market is the 
n n 

conservation or clearing condition     Z Z, ■ ^ y. . Recall that 
i-1 1 i-1 1 

the reinsurance treaties determined by the Market Optimality Condi- 

tions depend on the given price function P(^) of the market it is 

11 iiiimMM^ii 
- - ■ -■'- ■ - — --■-■■„ I, .... 
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natural therefore to ask:    Does there exist a price function   P^) 

such that the reinsurance treaty   Z(^)    determined by the Market 

Optlmality Conditions also satisfy the clearing condition? 

This section is divided into two sub-sections.     In the first 

(2.4.1) we formulate mathematically the problem discussed above end 

reformulate it as a problem of  (n - 1) equations In    (n - 1)    un- 

knowns.    The approach only slightly differs from that by Borch (1968c), 

Our contribution comes with the second sub-section  (2.A.2) where we 

prove the existence of a solution if certain assumptions are met. 

2.4.1    The Formulation of the Problem 

Problem I: 

Find 

?(l)   > z
i(l)  * \       (i - 1 n) 

so that 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

ul(ziW • ki ♦(£)■ 

J U^i) - y^P^dz- o 
(1-1,   .... n) 

(2.12) 
n n 

I  Vz)"   ^  yl i-1 1-1    x 

(2.13) k. ^ 0 , at least one    k.  > 0  . 

We already know (by Theorem 1,  Sections 2.22 and 2.23/1,3) 

that the    n    equations  (2.10) and   (2.12) have a solution    F(^,k)   , 

■tamaiiiii^M -"j'J^-'-—   ■ .     . ... -.       Hin iMillMÜliMaiÜthiiiMMiaiMnirMM«iiii 
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Z(2.k) for •!! ^ > 0 , 1 ■ 1, .... n If •••uaptlon A.I b«low 

holds. 

Asiumptlon A.It 

Tha u'(•) ar« strictly decreasing and continuous, with a 

rangt of (0,-) and a domain OU»!.) whare (—,+-) Is allowed. 

It follows that under A.l, Problem I will have a solution If 

Problem II haa a solution. 

■: 

Problem Hi 

Find 

such that 

whare 

(2.14) 

where 

(2.10)' 

k. > 0  1 - 1, ..., n 

d1(k) - 0 . (1-1, ..., n) 

d1(k) i J[Z^.k) - y1lP(j:.k)dX 

becauae of (2.10) and A.l. 

Call d.(k) the reinsurance gain of agent 1 . We will assume 

that d1(k) Is well defined (I.e. the Integral In (2.14) is finite) 

for sll 1 for eny choice of k such that 0<k<» 1*1, ...,n 

One of the equations (2.14) Is redundant since if (n - 1) are 

satisfied, so Is the last by virtue of I y1 ■ I Z . On the other 

- ■ ^imiMIÜlliii I'    I   |     r- i        n 
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hand, we only need to specify (n - 1) of the k '• since, es 

we discussed In Section (2.2.3/4) 

Zi^»ajy " Zi(Z»it) for any   « * 0  1 - 1, ..., n 

end 

This implies that Equations (2.14) hold for a*k if they hold for 

k , which means that we can only determine k within a multiplica- 

tive constant. Thus there is a balance of (n - 1) equations In 

(n - 1) unknowns as is usual in market equilibrium models. We will 

therefore, with no loss of generality, restrict our search for k 

In the set: 

(2.15) ^1 Ojck^l, j^-lj 

which is convex and compact. 

Borch (1968c) formulated Problem I in a slightly different form 

and transformed it into Problem II noting the balance of equations 

and unknowns. However he does not provide a proof for the existence 

of a k such that Problem II has a solution. We attempt In the 

following sub-section to fill this gap by proving an existence the- 

orem. 

2.4.2 Existence of Solution 

To prove the existence of a solution to Problem II we need the 

following Lemma and two more assumptions. 

MM^aMM ^^„MMHalMMMMHH MM. ' -- - - : J- • -- --- '-■ 
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Lggag 1: 

P(i,k)    is contlnuoui in   k   for   0 < ^ <. 1  ; i - 1,  ...» n 

If A.I holds. 

Proof: 

By (2.10) and A.l 

(2.14) 
-1   /p(z.*)\ 

But by (2.12) 

(2.i6) I^t^rj-Iyi.oo^iii. 1 ■ 1,   ..., n • 

Jlr.- Since   u!  (*)    are all continuous and strictly decreasing, a jump 

in   P(x*')    would not satisfy (2.15). || 

Continuity of   P(£, *)    in the interior of    k    is not enough. 

To use a fixed point theorem, as we plan to do below, we need some 

more assumptions on    P^.k)  .    The assumptions we will make are suf- 

ficient but by no means necessary, as we will again discuss at the 

end of this section (Remarks/3). 

First, we define the boundary    3K   of    K   as: 

3K =  (k e K  |   ai^i^n,^ - 0}  . 

Assumption A.2; 

Let the random variable iK take values on the Interval Y. 

and let £. - inf *<»?*■ 8UP Y4 then we assume that, 

^ < ^ < ^ < t1   (i - 1, ..., n) . 

«MMi M—Mmü -     .um  ■iiüiJimiBtiMiiiiiMiiWiiiii 
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Remark A.2.1 

We demend here that agent    1   cannot Initially posaeao an aa- 

set that can take values which have no meaning for him.    (Recall 

(L.O    i» the domain of    u.(0    by A.l.)    Further, A.2 requires 
•"I    i i 

that each   y.    vary over a finite Interval even when    CLi»6^ " 

(-«,•) , i.e. «11 the prerelnsurance wealth of each agent can vary 

over a finite Interval. 

Assumption A.3; 

For each   k* e 3K 

(a) 
Pfc.k) 

TUT has a limit   U^.k*) 

(b)    Let    Y^k*)   S (2 C Y | L^k*) - +-}  . YQ^)  i Y - Y,^) 

where   FrCj^ c Y^Ck0)} > 0    Is allowed.    Then we require that      rr-t 

converges to   L^.k*)    uniformly on each of the sets   Y^Ot-)  , Y^k*) 

Remark A.3.1; 

The conservation condition (2-12)  Ji ui iki "^TJ ' Ji yi 
which must hold for all £ c Y and k in the interior of K im- 

plies that zero cannot be a limit point (as k ■*- k*) of 

P(Z.k) 

*(z) 
for any ^ c Y . For if the opposite were true then each 

"1 Vki 1WI would tend to its upper limit    t.     (since    u!   (•) 

strictly decreasing by assumption A.l).    But by assumption A.2 

t.  > y. >^ y.    for all    1 , and the conservation condition is vio- 

lated. 

«MM 
- ■     ■   ■ ^-^         a , i\ 
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Remark A.3.2: 

Tht nwln point of ••sumption At 3 Is that 1W has a limit 

for each k* on tht boundary 3K of K . However, it is possible 

that this limit is + •» for some ^ • I,et u8 tTy t0 exPlaln vhat 

it means for L^k*) to be finite or + » . Consider the condi- 

tions for Pareto optimality (2.3)'. Let a ^ tend to zero. If 

P(2,k) 
for sane ^ • A/V\  remains finite in the limit, agent 1 achieves 

a contract Z. so that u'(Z.) - 0 . This Implies that Z^ • t. 

for that 2. •    ^n other words he achieves his saturation point. The 

same happens to all agents i for which k. -*- 0 .  (Call them over- 

demanding agents.) Further the rest of the agents,  (the underdogs) 

for which k* > 0 , will have 0 < u'(Z-) < • which means that 

t. < Z. < t. . But since I   Z* m I YJ    we see that - finite 
-3       3       2 icN X * 

corresponds to a case when the underdogs can satisfy the overde- 

mandlng agents. The opposite happens when L(^,k0) • + » for some 

^ . Checking aga^jn (2.3)' we see that the underdogs' contracts Z 

tend to their lower limits t. (since u'(Z.) ■*■ + <*>)    In an attempt 

to satisfy the overdemanding agents. 

■ 

I 
■'•':. 

■ 

i 

Return now to Problem II and define 

(2.17) d1(k) -- max (0,d1(k)) 

where d.(k) was defined in (2.11) and Is the reinsurance gain of 

agent 1 . 

Also let 

(2.18) 3(k) r  ^ d.Oc) 

^M^MilMMMMtti ——■——M^ 
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N ; {1 n)    and   k    = mln k.   . 
IcN    l 

Certainly £ > i(k) and ve will often denote It this way to remind 

us that It depends on k . Further, we define 

WjCkM läCk^-k^-^Qc^l-nk^l 

(2.19) 

w(k) = I   w.(k) . 
j-l 3 

w(k) Is well defined for k In the Interior of K . The following 

Lemma will tell us what happens on the boundary of K . 

Lemma 2; 

A.l, A.2, A.3 Imply that for    k0 e 3K 11m   d(k)    and    11m   w(k) 
k-^k*      " k-*k0 

either both exist and are strictly positive in which case for all 

j   e N    11m    d (k)    are also defined and    < «■>   or they are both    + ■ . 
k-k*    J 

Proof;     (See Appendix I) 

Now   w(k)    is continuous for    k    in the interior of    K .    This 

is so because   k .,.      mln k.     is continuous,    d. (k)    is continuous *uy     lcN   1 J - 

since P(^, •) is continuous by Lemma 1, and therefore d(k)  is 

continuous.  It follows that w. (k)  is continuous and thus so is 

w(k) . Therefore, we can extend the domain of definitions of w(k) , 

d(k) for points on the boundary of K by defining them to be equal 

to their limits. Thus, they will be continuous on K except where 

they are + • . 

'It*—<M*>^"'"°1      l'll'nl •'""• ..■«i.li      ,^_        a^...      ,   
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Theorem 2t (Existence h«orem) 

If A.l, A.2, A.3 hold, Problem II has a solution. 
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Proof; 

We use Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem. This proof borrows from 

a similar proof by Arrow-Hahn (1971).  (See Appendix I.) 

Commentst 

1) The existence theorem above Is not restricted to reinsurance 

markets as we can think of j£ as the "state of nature". Then we 

can replace the Initial fortune of agent 1 , iK , by fA$)    and 

the market clearing condition changes from I Z ■ ^ ^. to 1 24 m 

I  f. . The results continue to hold. This brings us Into the more 

general area of securities markets for which the above theorem shows 

that If they are complete (i.e. an infinity of securities are avail- 

able, that form a basis over the space of the "states of nature" as 

defined In Section 2.3.1), then equilibrium prices exist (or better, 

an equilibrium price function exists). It follows that if each agent 

who possesses positive or negative initial quantities of each security 

tries to maximize his expected utility subject to his budget con- 

straint (which Is the value of his initial quantities of securities), 

they reach a Pareto optimal result and the market is cleared. 

2) The Introduction of heterogeneous probabilities does not 

alter the result of the Theorem as long as Lemma 2 still holds. To 

prove Lemma 2 however A. 3 must be replaced by a stronger version. 

P(l,k) 
Namely, we need that A. 3 must hold for each    •   . .     ;   i e N    and 

4'1(l) 

■ 

■■ 
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further that for any pair ltJ  N lim   , v is finite for all 

2* in the closure of Y . 

This requirement says that there is no pair of agents one 

of which assigns zero probability while the other positive proba- 

bility to the sane event. This assumption is needed to insure that 

the sets {^•'L over which the    lim is   + " , co- 

incide.    The proof of Lemma 2 remains virtually the same. 

3)    Assumptions A.2, A.3 were made to determine the behavior 

of    d(k)    and   w(k)    at the boundary of    K .    They are nothing more 

than sufficient conditions for the results of Lemma 2.    Hence,  if 

we could have the results of Leuna 2 by some other method, Theorem 

2 would again follow. 

In the examples below, A.l, A. 2, A.3 hold if the   y      are 

bounded away from   + • .    However, we see that even if   y.    can 

have a range of    (-»,»)    (which violates A. 2) a solution can exist 

if the appropriate expectations or Integrals have meaning.    This 

implies that there are more relaxed conditions than A. 2 and A. 3 

that will be sufficient.    But this is beyond the scope of this work. 

2.5    Examples 

Example 1; The quadratic case - revisited. 

Consider n agents as in Section 2.1.4. The utility of agent 

i is 

u^x) 
1 2 

- -j x +6^   (x l ß1)   (i » 1, ..., n) 

MM  1  
ii ■ - ■ 
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In Section 2.1.4, vt concluded that 

(2.20) 

where 

Vy.*) - r^- (y " « + ^ 

also 

n n 

1-1    1 1-1   1 

■ 

(2.21) 
P(i.k) 

Ijia 
^        Ik,    " 

We can assume     £   kj * 1   without loss of generality, since the 
1-1    1 

k. can be found within a multiplicative constant. However, once 

an exogenously determined Interest rate Is given, a normalization 

Is Imposed on   P(£»k)    and   k'    should be chosen so that 

/ 
Pd.k'Hx- it 

where ir is the value of a contract that pays to the holder $1 

under any circumstance. 

Then by appropriate choice of a > 0 , 

xjpcz.h)^- " 

with ][ k, - 1 . 

Thus the desired k' are given by k' - ak , [ k. * a since 

■ 
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i P(Z,k) H P(^,«k) , • > 0 . 

Now we want to find 0 < k's so that the n equations: 

(2.22) di(k) = J (Z1 - ypP^.JOd^ - 0   (1-1 n) 

are satisfied. 

Substituting (2.20),   (2.21)  In (2.22) we obtain 

di(k)  =  f [k^y - ß) + ßi - yi](8 - y)*(i)d2 

(2.23) 

- k.Edl; - ß)    + 8^(8 - *) - ßE*i + Eil/^ - 0 

-k^Ol» - ß)^ + E(ß - HO^ - ^ - 0 

E(ß - U')(ßi - ^1) 
or   k. 5        1 ■ 1,  ..., n . 

1 EU» - ß)^ 

Note that    ^ > 0   because    E(ß - *)(ß1 - H^)  > 0   if    ^ < ß1 

with probability one, for    1 ■ 1,   ..., n . 

Also    ^ k. - 1    Is satisfied. 

Finally,  substituting (2.23) back In (2.20): 

(2.24) Zi(y,k) 
E(ß - *)(ß1 - *i) 

E(ß - ^)2 
(y - 6) + ß4 

where k. has the meaning of the proportion of the total asset 

that agent 1 takes. 

Note that because of the form of P(y,k) , the only probabil- 

istic quantities of interest are the second and first moments of 

i|; , iK as well as E^ . These are enough to determine the quota 

of the total risk that agent 1 carries after reinsurance. 

mam ^MMMM mmm ■ftMMMWH -■ - 
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Examplt 2t Tht Expontntitl Cat« 

Aisum« th« utility function of agsnt 1 

UtW  - ^ (l - ^j   Y, > 0 , - • <x<"   1 ■ X, ..., n 

thtn, substituting In ths conditions for Pareto optimallty (2.3), 

ws havs 

(2.25) k 

taking ths log of both sldss and summing ovsr 1 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

■lh - y 
I lo*! r -J t vi - (1^> 11 

«U   l^ 

Vy.  I        I lOgkA     lOgk 

! 

Z  Is linear In y (the pooled risky assets). This was 

expected as a partial case of s more general result found by 

Borch (1968b) who investigated the conditions on the utility func- 

tions of the agents so that linear sharing policies appear as a 

Pareto optimal allocation of risks. In this connection, he found 

that It was necessary that the agents' utilities belong to the 

linear riek-toleranoe  class of functions which will be defined 

later (Chapter 3). 
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Using (2.27)  and the definition of    P(£,k)   , 

aav P&.k)      ^(Zj) 

"70" J 

we find 

(2.28) 
P(Z,k) 

e"yY    n   k 
1-1 

n     -y/y4 

Note   P(i,ak) - ~ P(i.k)    as expected. 

Also we see that the value of a contract    F(^)    will be tascd 

on   Ele     F(j^)|   , which reminds us of the Laplace transform. 

Now let us determine   k. k      so that each agent's budget 

constraint Is satisfied.    We have the    n   equations: 

djQt)  5 JlZj " y^P^k)^ - 0        j - 1 n . 

Substituting    Z     and   P    from above we attain 

d3®     Y 
JL mm-*y +1« 

-♦T /        n       T/Y \ 
— ^lo, ^ ^ - U^j - E. %, - 

and solving 

-i)/Y Ee"    i|» 
(2.29)    lo,^ . T St-. logIc - Tj —j-i 

Ee Ee 
j ■ 1» ■•. i n • 

We can check that a solution is: 

logk. 
Ee"*1' 

faM« - ■ 

,   . .. ,      ■■        .^■J.^fciTM|g||| M ,        | .    n  '-'        . 
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and •■ required   k   > 0 . 

P(l.k) 
It should not lurprls« us that      ., i      Incrutes with   y 

dtcreaslng In both txanplcs. In fact, this was expected by Section 

2.2.3/5. But there it a phyalcal meenlng: the value of a certifi- 

cate that pays $1 when e great loss occurs    dji * - •)    is very large. 

m 

Exeaple 3t 

This example Is a slight modification of an example by Borch 

(1968c).    Suppose there are only two agents In the market    (n - 2) 

and   u^x) - x1/2 , u2(x) - x3/4   and let    ^ , *2   their Initial 

possession.    Also   ^(y^yj)    end    ♦2^yl,y2)    their •ubJ*ctlve Prob' 

ability density functions for the random variables   ^ , ^2 . 

From (2.5) we have 

■1» 

-1/2 -1/4, 
k2Zl   ^l*3^ - klZ2   ^^l*^ 

Using Zl + Z2 y = yi + y2 

4 . 4 

(2.30) i ■© (%)»• 21) - 0 . 

Celling 2h ß)    'W • ($$) we solve and obtain, 

I 

Zl(y1,y2) - /h2F2(y1,y2) + 2hF(y1.y2)y - hF(y1,y2) 

(2.31) 

ZjCyi.yz) " y + hF(y1,y2) - ^V^y^+^hF^y^ 

The price function is, 

S^B m^m^ia^^m^ —^«t—iii — ii^MMM ^ai_^  
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(2.32) / m. '      \ l/2 I p(y1.y2) - \/hkr + 2hFy - hFJ    ♦i(yi»y2)k 

set   k.  - 1   without lots of generality and then the equilibrium 

equation becomes: 

J^ - y^P^.y^dy^dyj - 0 

or 

-/ [/hVcy^y^ + 2hF(y1,y2)y'- hFCy^y^ - yj 

\m ' l"172 
[/hVCyj^.yj) + 2hF(y1,y2)y - hF^.y^J ♦1(ylfy2)dy1,dy2 . 

(2.33) 

We can check that the above equation of    h   has a unique real solu- 

tion because the rlghthand side Is strictly decreasing In   k ; for 

h •♦ 0    It tends to    + »   while for   h -♦■ + •    xt tends to   - • . 

-^t~t-- - —-—    -- m  ■■Mj^ailBI      I      I — -     ..■■•..... 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE DYNAMIC DECISION PROBLEM OF THE 

INSURANCE COMPANY 

3.1    Introduction 

A Reinsurance Market was defined In the last chapter.    The 

principle Idea Is that a price function exists depending on the 

prerelnsurance risks of the participating Insurance Companies, 

such that, when each Company tries to maximize Its own expected 

utility, a Pareto optimal solution Is reached.    Thus, once an 

equilibrium price function Is given, we can concentrate on the 

Individual decision problem of a single company regarding It as 

a prioe-taker and not lose the cooperative nature of a mutual re- 

insurance treaty and the coupling due to the market mechanism. 

However, the results of this Chapter would be the same whether 

this Mutual Reinsurance Market exists or not;  all that Is required 

Is that there exists a Reinsurer who calculates premiums for any 

contract using a price function.    Details of the operation of such 

a reinsurer will be discussed In Section 4.7.1. 

The purpose of this chapter will be to consider the dynamic 

decision problem of an Insurance Company that.   In each period, col- 

lects known premiums for assuming risks and pays losses, which are 

random variables with known distributions.     In addition.  It pays 

dividends to Its stock/policy-holders and reinsures In the Rein- 

surance Market or with a Reinsurer, as discussed above. 

Our results differ considerably from previous approaches In 

the Insurance literature since the type of reinsurance Is not ar- 

bitrarily chosen  (for Instance, stop loss,   quota etc.) and then 

< 
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Che level calculated, but rather, Che form of reinsurance will ba 

directly related to the utility function of the company In question. 

To obtain simple closed form results we shall use the linear risk- 

tolerance class (LRT class) of utility functions. 

3.2 Description of the Model 

An Insurance Company (I.C.) is faced with an N-period decision 

problem. The decision variables are how much money to pay in divi- 

dends, and what type and level of reinsurance treaty to form given 

a Reinsurance Market is accessible each period. For convenience, 

we will number the periods backwards, such that the interval between 

points [t,t - 1] is the tt interval, and the Interval [1,0] is 

the first interval. 

3.2.1 Definition of Quantities Entering the Formulation of the 

Problem. 

Let n I.C.s participate in the Reinsurance Market In each 

period.  Call them IC.,IC2, ..., IC . 

K :    the losses occurring to IC, during period t if no mutual re- 

insurance takes place (a random variable who-je value will be 

denoted by x ). 

jL = Ct» ...i £t » a vector random variable representing the vector 

of losses occurring to the I.C.s that participate in the Rein- 

surance Market. The value of r will be denoted by IT c Xt . 

We will assume that £. is Independent from period to period. 

The number of the participating companies can vary with t without 
affecting the results. 

_L^ 
ha^k^i^.... ■........ .■^....^^^—...■ ■_. ^ 
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Lat'i now coneantrat« on IC..    BCCAUM of the definitions «bov«, 

IZ   raprosonts the losses occurring to IC^ during period   t   If 

IC. does not    partlclpete In the Reinsurance Market.    Tha value 

of the random variable    r    will be, of course,    xt  .    Ws will alao 

need to define: 

Rts 

C1: t 

'\- 

♦t^)! 

f^): 

We 

total reserves of IC. at start of period t Just before 

dividends are paid. (Initial value for the problem Is 

given.) 

dividends paid to stockholders or premiums returned to 

pollcyholders.      (Decision variable.) 

premiums received by IC. from Its customers during period 

t .    (Known In advance.) 

the Joint probability density function of the n-dlmensional 
kn 

vector of random variables 
1 c'l-l 

(Known In advance.) 
tt 

the Reinsurance Market price function for period t . (Known 

In advance.) 

will assume that 

0<W < •  jr e closure of X^ 

This Is In accordance with the results of Chapter 2 and it 

tt 

Henceforth we will simply write dividends paid to s/p-holders to 
avoid this lengthy experesslon. 

For the special class of utility functions which we will consider 
later, ICjWlll not need to know ^(x*) and ♦t^^ explicitly. 
This will be discussed in Section 4.2 - Data Requirements. 

uafet. igmmam   n  i IMIMI«^ J>- ■■!■ (■ i-  ^  m lim     i u 
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Insure« that: (a) tht prlea P^OOdiL of • etrtlflcat« that pays 

$1 when the event E £ (jj^ c (ic^, x^ + d)c^ 1} occura and «ero other- 

wise Is not zero when ♦t(xt) > 0 (I.e. vhen E has positive prob- 

ability to occur) and it is zero vhen ^.(x*) " 0 (i.e. vhen E 

has zero probability of occurring); (b)  f P^Odx* i* finite. 

Ve will find useful to define 

t = /Pt (xjdx^ • 

To understand the meaning of *  ve can vrite the integrel as fol- 

lows: 

JPt(xt)dxt ■ j2(iit)Pt(2t)dxt, where 2(xt) = 1 y^ 

but then obviously the right hand side calculates the price of a 

contract that promises to pay $1 at the end of the period irrespec- 

tive of the realization of the random variable ^ . If    n     Is to 

make sense in real life Pt(0 
nu8t l>e normalized so that * < 1 . 

It follows that the interest rate in the Reinsurance Market is equal 

1 - * 
to vhich ve assume is the same In the vhole economic struc- 

ture that the Reinsurance Market is part of. 

Returning nov to I.C.. and assume for the moment that It did not 

enter the Reinsurance Market. Then its reserves process could be 

represented by 

vt-l - C 

 —mitmm i m^T  
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This Is bteaua« at tha start of parlod t IC^ has Rt as ra- 

sarvas; than it pays dividends C* to the s/p-holders leaving It 

vlth R* ~ C* • Thi* amount natures (grows) by the end of the pe> 

t   t 1 
rlod to        whan the premiums P  are collected end the 

\ t 

losses 5t realize.  It then starte period t - 1 with R^ etc. 

Figure 1 depicts thla proceaa. 

CJ li 

t-1 

Figure 1 

The prereInsurance reserves process of I.C... 

R1 - C1 

t-1 » t      %t 

3.2.2   The Obieetlve of the Firm 

Ue will assume that each I.C.  Is able to state Its preferences 

over different dividends by use of a cardinal utility function 

u(cN co)   .    (CN - 0) 

We will also assume that 

N .tt Ü(CM C ) -    I   axi(Cv S Ö < a < 1 
a 0       k-0 M"K 

There ere possible variations to this scenario to be discussed 
in Section 4.7.1. 

tt 
For Justification of this form see T. C.  Koopmans   (I960), T.C. 
Koopmans, P. Diamond, R. Williamson (1964) and Meyer (1969). 

MMMMu .■„.^■«MMMrtM—a»^»,^r-— 
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vh«r« 0(0 is an increasing, strictly concave, twice dlfferen- 

tlable function. The quantity a is known as the patience factor. 

Finally, faced with uncertain prospects, we assume that the 

I.C. will wish to maximize 

1 

EU(CN,   ..., Co) 

the expected utility over the possible dividend streams. 

U   may be thought of as the utility of the management of the 

firm which inevitably should represent the s/p-holders whose In- 

terest is in the dividend stream.    For example, we can think of    U 

as the result of "profound" thinking of a "benevolent dictator" - 

the president of the firm, who formulates   U   as a function of the 

Individual utilities of stockholders.    For more details on how In- 

dividual cardinal utility functions can be aggregated to form a group 

utility function the reader Is referred to Ke^ney and Kirkwood (1973). 

3.3    Formulation of the Decision Problem of the I.C.  as a Dynamic 

Programming Problem 

Convention; 

To simplify notation in the rest of the Chapter we will now 

replace    ^ f Ct , Pt   by   Rt  , Ct  , Pt    respectively and refer to 

I.C.  as simply the I.C. 

The problem of the I.C. is to decide at the beginning of each 

period how much to pay as dividends and how to reinsure in the Re- 

insurance Market. 

The problem can be formulated as a Dynamic Programming (D.P.) 

problem as follows: 

 Tin"' ■ ■—"■■-'■  ■ - ■   '■■■■• - 
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L«t 

f (R ) ■ Optimal Value Function: 

maximum expected utility starting period    t    with capital 

R     to the end (period   0)  . 

The D.P. principle of optimality (Bellman (1957)) then states: 

(3.1) MM"       ,Bax [«(CJ + oE£t ,(»_.(£.))] t    t        c    R       fO t-1    t-1 -t 
Ct,Rt-l^  ' 

subject to the budget constraint: 

(3.2)      f Rt.1(xt)Pt(xt)dxt -   | 
X. X^ 

Rt-Ct 
+ P^   " xqpt(xt)dxt 

where, we recall, 

(3.3) W't (xt)dxt ; irt < 1 

and where dx. = dx. dxfc ... dx.. . 
"^   t t     t 

At this point It Is convenient to define the Reinsurance Market 

value of the losses of the I.C. as 

(3.4) 'i - Jxipt (3L)diL 

and again we will use the convention of dropping the superscript 1 

snd writing simply   p    . 

The dividends    C      are not constrained to be nonnegative.    This 

would be awkward in an investment consumption model of an individual. 

In the case of s firm though it is plausible.    A more thorough dis- 

cussion of this point as well as Its relevance to the risk aversion 

^-^-^  -■    --linn, -^  I «IH^III  -ili.ii I ii   ii 
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index will be found In Section 4.3. 

The Boundary Condition (B.C.) for the D.P. relation la 

(3.5) fo(R) - u(R) 

and the answer to the    N    period problem will be    ^«00    where 

R^    Is the given starting capital. 

3.4    Closed Form Solutions 

It is evident that the D.P. approach presented is in general 

amenable only to numerical solutions. 

However,  it is the purpose of  this section to show that for a 

class of utility functions known as the Linear Risk Tolerance Class 

(LRT),   the problem has a closed form solution. 

3.4.1    The Linear Risk-Tolerance  (LRT) Class of Utility Functions 

u"(x) The quantity rr-f   has been called by Pratt  (1964) the 

tt u'(x) rtsk-averston.        The inverse „) (    is called the risk-tolerance. 
u (x) 

The LRT class of utility functionb is defined by the real solu- 

tions to 

(3.6) 
u" (x) 
u'W ax + b 

f,atb reals, and not both 
a ■ 0 and b * 0 . 

This B.C. seems fine when R is positive. When R is negative, 
however, it requires that the I.C. or its shareholders pay the debt 
although the I.C. terminates operation. 

Perhaps a B.C. of the form f0(R) - u(niax(05R)) would be more 
acceptable.  However, apart from vastly complicating the problem, 
such a B.C. would Induce the I.C. to borrow heavily and pay big 
dividends the last few periods before the end, with the prospect 
of immunity cf debt upon termination. For this reason, we prefer 
(2.4) and ils  shortcomings. 

For a discussion of the economic implications of this quantity see 
Arrow (1971). 

    ■ ■ ^—-^—^- MUMMBMkl IMMMMMHI - i - 
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Sine« wt also demand   u"(x) < 0   and   u* (x) > 0 , the solution« 

to (3.6) give riee to '' 

I. a i* 0 . Th«» let f - ca 

(3.7) u' (x) - (ax + b)    ax + b > 0 , ac < 0 

Class I can be split In two classes: 

la. c ^ - 1 

(3.8) u(x) 
(ax 4 b) 
a(c + 1) 

c+1 
; ax + b > 0 , ac < 0 

lb. c ■ -1 ■.: 

(3.9)       u(x) - - log(ax + b) ; a > 0 , x > - 7 

II. a ■ 0 . Then let ^ - - Y » Y > 0 

(3.10) u1(x) ■ e -YX 

(3.11) u(x) - ^(1 - e'1^) , - » < x < » + 

For completeness we note that In both classes u' (x) can 

vary on (O,*) which is in accordance with the requirements of 

Chapter 2 on existence of market equilibrium. 

Also, the utility functions we are considering are unbounded 

either from above or below or both, but this Is not a shortcoming 

as long as we stay away from values which make them unbounded. 
ft 

tt 

Following the von Neumann Morgestern axioms,  the above utility 
functions are equivalent to their positive linear transformations: 
u~au + b,a>0. 

For a discussion of this point,  see for example Hakansson's thesis 
(1966), p. 23. 

MMflMMHHtlfel _4~MlwtfMMMSIi  ■•-■■^  ...     -     i> .»a 
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The LRT class was already mentioned In Section 2.5 (Example 2) 

as being the only class that produces linear sharing policies in 

Pareto optimal reinsurance treaties (Borch (1968b)). It is also 

well known in portfolio selection theories for being closely re- 

lated to the separation property (Hakansson (1969b), Cass and 

Stiglitz (1970)). 

We will sometimes find it useful to distinguish class la in 

three subclasses: 

Isj: a > 0 , c < - 1 

Ia2: a>0,-l<c<0 

Ia~: a < 0 , c > 0 

Hakansson has used the same class of functions in his studies 

on the sequential assumption investment problem of the individual, 

(1966), (1969a), (1969b), (1970a), (1970b). As a consequence the 

models and results of this thesis resemble those of Hakansson. In 

fact under certain conditions our problem can take the form of 

Hakansson*s problem. The major difference lies with our assumption 

that the market is complete. Thus instead of proving the existence 

of an optimal mix of securities (or the post-reinsurance unit of 

risky asset) we are able to find it explicitly using the market 

optimality conditions (2.8) and (2.9). The similarity of our model 

to that of Hakansson becomes obvious when we expand R(x) and P(x) 

as a linear combination of a complete orthonormal set of functions. 

(For more details on how to achieve the transformation as well as 

the conditions required see Appendix IV.) 

■^^tmMMMM «■■MMMHto  ' -■■■■■■■-■■-■ ^ 
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3.4.2 Model U 

For this Model only ve will proceed with detail through the 

derivation of the results which appear at the end of this section 

starting with (3.4.2). For this as well as the other Models the 

results will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

3.4.2.1 One Period Solution 

We look at the last period (period 1) of the D.P. relation 

(3.1), (3.2) and using the Boundary Condition, we have: 

(3.12) MR.)-  max   MC.) + oEu(Rn (£.))] 
1  ci.Ro(,> 

such that. 

(3.13)   f R0(x1)P1(x1)dx1 - J f— - 1 + p1 - xj\pi(x1)dx; 

Fix Cj^ . 

Thus the maximization problem of the second term In (3.12) is 

equivalent to maximization in the market with price function P, (x,) . 

We know therefore from Chapter 2 (2.8) that the optimal reinsurance 

treaty RQ(X.) must satisfy: 

(3.14) 
«,(Ro(-i)Hi(-i) " XP1(^1) 

and (3.13). 

Now for model la we have 

u'fr) - (ax + b)c       c ^ - 1  ,  ac < 0 , ax + b > 0 

»MMMMMMte. ■''■■""""■■I"t"*l"il' '   ''   ' ^-.■■-•^-^— ■  ^^^-^^ m  
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which has a range of (0,") and la strictly decreaalng. Thua 

(3.14) always has a unique solution as long aa X > 0 . 

Then solving (3.14) for Model la, we find that the optimal re* 

Insurance for one period (fixed C.) should be so that the terminal 

reserve is: 

(3.15) w a ^fclV "* 

Substituting (3.14) In (3.12) we find that the market multiplier 

(3.16) 
a(R1-C1-Hp1iT1+^1-p1) 

"l 

where p. was defined in (3.4) as the value in the Reinsurance 

Market of the prereinaurance claims portfolio of the I.C. and m. 

is defined by 

"•17) "t5/(w)  '^^ ' nt 

We will often refer to 

> 0 since Pt > 0, (|i > 

(a random variable) aa a 

unit of the postreinBuranoe risky asaet of the I.C. when we talk 

about model la. The name Is justified by looking at (3.15) and for 

the general case et (3.34). In this sense m  defined in (3.17) 

above can be thought of as the cost of a unit of poetreineuranoe 

risky aeeet  for period t . 

Substituting now (3.15) in the maxlmand of (3.12): 

-^    ■-■-—-■■ ■' ■--   ,  ^ i • ■ - 
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1/C Tj 

(3.18) 

and since 

hi \ 

xii*)    Is of type la, the D.P. relation takes the form: 

(3.19) t^R,) - max 
xc+l/c        /V^lM I 

u(ci) +r(mTE[^1(x1)/    J( 

- 
- 

but we note that for any t , 

C+1/CT       .    , o/c f^n-jr ■*.■!€ Pdx^ =  m. 

i 

because of  (3.17).    Thus, after we substitute for    Xi/C    from (3.15), 

the one period D.P.  problem reduces to: 

c+1 

(3.20)    fl(V.rj„(c1)+T?riT7^(R1-C1)+^ ^ ij     j 

The second term in the maximand is concave in C. as long as 

(3.21) a(R1 - C1 + p^i " Pi ) + bir. > 0 

which is implied by    X > 0   which is required for  (3.14) to have a 

solution. 

Thus the maximand of  (3.20)  is concave in    C.    as long as: 

(i) aC.  + b > 0 ,  which guarantees that the first term has meaning 

and is concave; and  (ii)   (3.21) holds which guarantees the second 

terra is concave.    Assume that these conditions hold.    Differentiating 

the maximand of  (3.20) wrt,    C,   ,  and setting it equal to zero, we 

;    J 

■ Mmmmmmmmumm^m tm* 
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find that the unique optimal dividend C  Is given by: 

(3.22) aC * l/cfa PlV + bnl " apll i + b - ^[^ ^i - v+        ^—^J 

or 

1/c 1/c 

(3.23) C, 
ml ml   I      b bml I 
 JK Ri + 171 Vi + I "i " pi ' -17^ 

m, m. 

which is linear In R. I 

But now because of (3.22), conditions (1) and (ii) above are 

* 
equivalent and thus we only demand that the optimal dividend C. 

satisfy 

(3.24) aC. + b > 0 . 

Finally, substituting C.  in (3.20) the maximum expected 

utility of the one period problem when an optimal policy Is fol- 

lowed with respect to reinsurance and dividend payment is given by: 

W - ^V + a(c -üi- \jL rR        r*. + 
Pl Ia + bTTl - ülT1 

ic + 1) ^m1  
(R1 " C1; + o1 

aC    + b 
1/c      by  (3.22) 

a 

u(Cl)+1*lfeu<Cl> 

.1+-Tfe)u(ci> • 

«M^ i   n.«— -    ' "-''-" " '     ' 
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Thui Inspired by  (3.23) v< let    C1 - A^ + Bj^    «nd then 

(3.25) 

where 

W ' Diu(AiRi ■*" Bl) 

■ 

Dx- 1+^ 

a1''/«! 
Al ■ 1 + 0

l/c/^ 

•4    1 

D^ -1,0<A1<1,DJ>1 

^■^[vi-^^fi-T^lJ 
along with the condition: 

I 
i 

■ 

(3.24) «(A^ + Bj^) + b > 0 

which simply demands that R. must be such that u(A.R. + B.) has 

meaning. This Is so when we recall that u(x) was defined for 

ax + b > 0 . 

* 
To summarize, C. Is given by (3.23), the reinsurance treaty 

is defined by (3.15), (3.16), and the maximum expected utility, 

which Is realized when these policies are followed Is given by (3.25), 

(3.26). 

*■ 

3.3.2.2 Extension to N-perlods 

We now proceed Inductively. The arguments are similar. 

Suppose we solved the t period problem and we found 

■ - ■i--'-"J":- M«! Ill 11 
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(3.27) 

ft(V'DtU<AtRt*V 

DtAt ■■ 1 • D
t i 

0 • At > ( 

and the only condition needed was 

(3.28) «(AtRt + Bt) + b > 0 . 

That Is, no new condition «rise In itept t - l,t - 2, ,.., 1 . 

Then we will show that 

(3.29) 

WW " Dt+l
u(VlRt+l + Bt+1)  . 

Dt+XAt^ " 1 • Dt+I > 0 • At+1 i 0 

and the only condition needed It 

(3.30) 
•(At+l

Rt+l + Bt+1> + b > 0 . 

The latter will be established when we show that   (3.30)  and opti- 

mization In step    t + 1    imply  (3,28). 

We write again (3.1),   (3.2) for period    t + 1: 

(3.1) WW  * .    ^  , .   tu(Ct+1) f a Ef^R^^))} 

s.t. 

(3.2) 

JRt(it+l)Pt+l(Vl)dit+l 

i L^w      pt+i ■ xt+i pt+i(it+i^it+i 

M^tM—il i»  .. ii ■■■  -.       ..   ■■ -      "■—^   ■■■-^- -   ■*.■<.■'-*.—-..^ y-M : 
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Fix   C    .   .    Use  (3.27) and maxlnli« in th« market with price func- 

tion   P^tet+x)    t0 flnd   Rt^it+l^! 

(3.31) d^ ^CV^iOEt+i) '^(W t+lVit+l; 

or 

(3.32) D.A u^A.R.  + B.) - X 7^7=^ 
t t        t t        t ♦t+itet+i) 

or 

(3.33) 
/P      \1/C 

11       '     a \*t+l/ ' 

or 

(3.34) 
^^l5 " aA 

MWW\1/C   JL   !t 
^ l^t+i^iV    ^ ^t" At 

Substituting (3.34) in the budget constraint (3.2), we solve for 

X1/c (of (t + l)8t period): 

. 

/ 
(3.35) 

>l/'-<w-£r 
, ^t  b 

b7Tt+i , Bt,Tt+ia 

t+i t+i   -t+r mt+1   «t+1 m 
t+1 

For convenience of notation and because there is no danger of con- 

fusion, we replace    Pt+r Pt+1. V^ Vl*Pt+l(W'WW * by 

1/c p,p,m,TT,P,4i    respectively.    Now the condition    X     '  > 0    (so that 

mak ~^..:~*   .        .      . «..j   IUUI   .,, iiiiMMIMUM—illrMliiiiiiiM n 
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3.32 has meaning) become« by (3.35): 

(3.36) (Rt+l ' CfU + P" " p),At + blT + V* > 0 

Now substituting (3.35) and  (3.33) in (3.1) ve get 

(3.37) 

max  . 

Vl1 
U<W+lurry hr(Vi ct+i+ P

71
 - p>+ 

bl + B   lil 
m t   m I 

c+1 

r 
The first term in the maxlmand above is strictly concave as long as 

(3.38) aCt+l ■•' b > 0 

and the second term is also strictly concave (shown by twice differ- 

entiating) as long as (3.36) holds. 

Thus differentiating w.r.t.    C  ,.    and setting equal to zero, 

we are guaranteed of a unique maximum: 

(3.39) aCt+1 + b -  (aD .   .l/cfaAt 
tV     [IT (Rt+i " ct+i + P^ - P> 

+ 
b  , Vl] 
m m   J 

or using DA • 1 by assumption 

Ata 
1/c 

(3.40) C 
m 

t+1 

1 + 
Ata 

1/c ^t+1 

m 

A n
1/c 

i +—— 

, hv    ,     t bm "I 
aAta  J 

and thus the optimal dividend C . is again linear in R ,. , the 

reserves at the start of the period. Because of (3.39), conditions 

(3.38) and (3.36) are equivalent. Thus, the only condition needed 

- ■     —  .u, 
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(3.38) aCt+1 + b > 0 . 

Now let us summarize the conditions: 

(3.4X) (3.38) ♦» (3.36) ** X1/c > 0 ** a(AtRt + Bt) + b > 0 

t t t     " ' 
because of because of because of 
choice of    budget   choice of 

t+1 
(3.39) 

constraint 
(3.35) 

t 
(3.33) 

Finally, because of (3.39). (3.37) becomes: 

*      aD m  [iA        * 

WW - u(ct+i>+ 7(r+iTL« (Rt+i ■ ct+i +   pIT   -    p)    + 
m m J 

c+1 

aCt^l + b 

1/c 
by  (3.39) 

't+l^t.^ 
r   "'V i  * [1 + ^kju(ct+iJ 

or 

(3.42)        ft+1^t+1) - 
Dt+i"CAt+1Rt+1 + Bt+1) 

which is again of the promised form, with. 

(3.43.) Dt+1.l+^±i 

Ata 
1/c 

D..,A.., - 1 , 0 1 A,.. < 1 , Df., > 1 t+1 t+1 t+1 
m 

(3.43b) A t+1 

1 + 

t+1 

A^a 
1/c 

Jt+1 

t+1 - 

■JHMMftBflMMBl mm lil^mätmllmtmmmmtm UtiMt-Mfcif I *■!■   i -■   -■- -■ -    
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(3.43c) Bt+l-At+1 
, ^t+l , Btnt+1 

bm 

aA a 

t+1 

Note that we are now In position to calculate all the A »D »B 

recursively, starting with A "l^-l.B -0. 

The only condition needed for maximization in step t + 1 is: 

(3.38) 

where by (3.40) 

(3.40)' 

aCt+1 + I > 0 

Ct+1 " At+lRt+l + Bt+1 * 

Then (3.38) is equivalent to: 

(3.30) a(At+lRt+l + Bt+l)+b>0- 

But looking back at the summary of conditions in (3.41), we see that 

(3.30) ~ (3.38) *• a(A
t
R
t + Bt) + b > 0 . 

Thus the condition for the t step (3.28) is Implied by (3.30) 

(the condition for the t ■♦■ 1 step) and no other condition is 

needed. The optimal reinsurance treaty is now given by: 

(3.34) 

where because of (3.40)', 
l/c Is given by 

aAt 

(3.44) 

■ 4 [(1 ■ kMR< :+l ' pt+lct+l 

j+l b \+l1 

t+1        aA 1Ä^ + Ä^ "t+ll 

 ä^mmm mi^i^Muimu*tm**mMHm ■  ^u^^^^tmtllllilttltlm 
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Because of the similarity of the method to that used for 

Model la we quickly sketch the results for the other Models. 

In Model lb 

u(x) - - log(ax + b) ;a>0,ax + b> 
a 

u'(x) - (ax + b)"1 . 

Following similar arguments as in Model lä we find that 

(3-45)        WW " Dt+iu(At+iVi+ W + Et+i 

and 

(3.46) Ct+1 ' At+lRt+l + Bt+1 

is again linear in Rt+1 * where 

(3.47a)    Dt+1 - 1 + aDt 

(3.47b)    A 
At/a 

At+iDt+i -1 • 0 1 Vi 1 1 • Dt+i 1 i 

t+1      1 + A /a 

[• (3.47c)    Bt+1-At+1|pt+lVl-pt+1 + A 
t + 

h\+l b 1 

(3.47d) Et+i-I
Dt[lo8   +VlJ + aEt 

with boundary conditions. 

- '••    ■ ■ —.i.i.n 
.-.. ....-.^...^., .„.. .. 
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(.'.48) Ao " !  • Do " ! •  Bo " 0 • Eo " 0 

As before   p    .    is given by (3.6) and has exactly Che same meaning. 

However here the quantity 

(3.49) 't+l 
"       *t+1(it+1)' 
.l08 ww. = E|log 

enters the Model but only in the recursive constant E . and In 

no way affects the optimal policies. For this reason, the I.C. 

does not need to calculate this quantity (see Section 4.2). The 

only condition we need is 

(3.50) a(At+lRt+l + Bt+1> + b > 0 

Finally,  the optimal reinsurance treaty Is: 

(3.51) Mx^i) 
1     ♦t+l^+l5 b        Bt 

^l'-aVP^^-iÄTV 

ww Similarly to model la we will refer to TT r- as a unit of 
't+i^t+r 

postrelnsurance risky asset for period t + 1 . Then substituting 

(3.51) in the budget constraint we obtain. 

(3'52) ibrt ■ Vi - ct+i+ Pt+i%+i - Pt+i+ s; "t+i+ j~ \+i 

and because of (3.46) and the formula for B .  in (3.47c), 

■ " - \^(\H 
+ pt+1't+1 - »tH - drt \+i+ rt \*i) aXA. 

(3.53) 
t-t-l b 
At    a" 

._.„-....._■..... 
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Note that all the formulas In Model lb except for  (3.45)(   (3.47d), 

(3.48) can be derived from the respective formulas of Model la by 

setting   c - -1    and   m ..  - 1 .     Indeed   m^,    the cost of a unit t+1 

of risky asset is 1 for Model lb because 

J WW ViW^i ■1 

A sketch of the induction step of the proof follows: 

Given that the formulae hold for t , we start from the D.P. 

relation (3.1), (3.2). Fix C ^ and optimize ft(Rt) over Rt(') 

in the market    pt+i(**+i): 

wt 
f;(v ww - xww 

from which it follows that 

(3.51) R OL^-.) - 
1     WW b       Bt 

r^+l'      aXAt P^^x,^)      ^     \ 

and because of the budget constraint (3.2), 

1 b       Bt 
IXA^ ■ Rt+i ' ct+i+ Pt+iVi" pt+i+ ur "t+i+1^ \+i - 

Then substituting Rt(xt+i)  In the D.P. relation, we see that 

the maxitnand (now over C .,)  is concave over Ct+. . 

Optimization w.r.t.  ^t+i  gives us 

Ct+1 " At+lRt+l + Bt+1 

•-"- ^ ^-^^.^^-^k^^^-....,. ..   ..     ,___ ....... iiiiiiaiiiiü«iiiiMiiiMiMiiiiiiii n i ■-   ......    -   -   --r._'    .-.:   --:■-.   .... .        
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with A . , B . as defined above and the only condition required 

for the t + 1 period problea la 

a(At+iRt+i+ W + b >0 • 

The solution la also unique both In C . , Rt(x) since the func- 

tions that are being maximized In each case are strictly concave 

by choice of u(x) . 

3.4.4 Model II 

Here 

u(x) - -^ (1 - e"YX) 

u'U) - e -YX < x < <*> , y > 0 . 

Along similar arguments as before we can prove: 

(3.54)      WW " Dt+l
u(At+l

Rt+l 
+ \^  + Et+1 

and 

(3.55) Ct+1 " At+lRt+l + Bt+1 

which Is once more linear In R . , with, 

(3.56a)  Dt+1 - 1 -H nt+1Dt 

At/fft+l 
t+l " 1 + At/Vl 

At+l1)t+l " !  •  0 1 A
t+l 1 *  • D

t+i 1 ! 

[• 
B. 

(3.56c)  Bt+1 - At+1|Pt+lVl - pt+1 + ~ nt+1 4 
Vi "t+i , 1 _. _ logaJ 

■ - - ■ ■■■— ■ ■ 
■—'•■■-^-•'" ■'-■--■■ - —-- '  .   ■.   mtttiaitjtältitimatlt* ■■■■  > ■ ■■- ■ 
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(3.56d)                          Et+l - T [a " Vl] + aEt • 

which are calculated recursively,  starting with 

^r-v.w"..wf^n   v if 

(3.57) Do " 1 ' Ao " 1 • Bo " 0 • Eo " 0 

As before, p ^ , the value of the claims portfolio of the I.C. 

in the Reinsurance Market is given by (3.4) 

pt+i(W Motivated by (3.59) we will refer to    log rz r   as a 
^t+l^t*^ 

unit of post-reineuranae risky asset,  and define: 

(3.58) 
't+1 

^dx 
'ait+l 
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as the cost of a unit of risky asset  for period t+1 for Model II. 

In this Model, no secondary condition is imposed for the problem 

to have this solution; and finally, the optimal reinsurance treaty is: 

(3.59) 

where 

(3.60) - 
lo 
YA t     Vi L 

Rt+i " ct+i + Pt+i't+i" pt+i J   At    ^t" 
t+i 

t+i 

or, after some manipulations using (3.55) and (3.56): 

Rt<W 't+i {■■ (1-At+i)lRt+i + pt+iVi-pt+i + 

(3.61) 

wt+l\ 
YAt ;- 

Bt . At+1 t+l(^t+l) 

'«\+~l080-^l0gWW 

tmmmmilim tauUMMIkiMiii 
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The proof for the above Is rether similar to the ones for the 

previous models and only an outline of the Induction step ffiom t 

to t + 1) will be presented here. 

Starting with the D.P. relation (3.1), (3.2), we fix Ct+1 

and maximize fk(RJ.) over %„(•)    In the market with P^.1(X1.J.I) C   C t t+i ""XTl 

thus obtaining (3.59). 

Then using the budget constraint (3.2) we get (3.60). We sub- 

stitute (3.59), (3.60) In (3.2) and observing that now the maxlmand 

(over C ..) is strictly concave In C .. we differentiate and 

find 

Ct+1 ' At+lRt+l + Bt+1 

with At+1 , Bt+1 defined as In (3.56). 

Substituting back In the maxlmand of (3.1) we get (3.54). 

The solution Is also unique because of the strict concavity 

of u(x) 

The Interpretation and comparison of these results for the 

various Models will continue In the next Chapter. 

"   ■        ■'   i    i l Hiiiii—iiillMi  iiirrimiii -   -   - ■ -   - - ■    -  • -i* iiii -i^--  
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CHAPTER 4 

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS AND PROPERTIES OF 

OPTIMAL POLICIES; GENERALIZATIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

This Chapter consists of two main parts.   Tha first part 

(Sections 4.2 to 4.6) interprets the results found in Chapter 3. 

Specifically, in Section 4.2 we exemplify the data requirements 

of the problem.    In Sections 4.3 and 4.4 we explain the meaning 

and restrictions of the optimal dividend and reinsurance policies. 

Some interesting Inequalities are developed in Section 4.5.    Finally, 

in Section 4.6, extension is made to the infinite horizon stationary 

case. 

The second part (Section 4.7)  first reviews some simple gen- 

eralizations already mentioned sporadically and then introduces two 

others.    The first deals with the decision to liquidate the I.C. 

and the second Introduces an additional decision variable to the 

problem - expenditures for promotion of sales. 

4.2 Data Requirements 

We mentioned in Section 3.2.1 that the I.C. must know in ad- 

vance Pt(x) , Pt , ♦t(x) for t - N,N-1 1 in order to solve 

the N-period problem. However, the results of Models la, lb, II 

indicate that an explicit knowledge of Pt(x) , <L(x) for all t 

is not required a priori. Instead, at the start of peznod   t + 1 , 

the I.C. muBt know  the following quantities: 

The issues discussed in this section are a simplified adaptation 
of a section in Hakansson (1969c) with some slight variations. 

I  I «HIM it UMM^^ 
~-'—" -■■■■ 
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Pt+1^        the Prlct ftmction which Is iacp«rl«ne«d in tht 

Rclnsuranct Market; 

♦t+i ÖL)        tht probability dtnalty function of tha risks of 

tha conpanlaa participating In the Ralnauranca 

Markst.    Thla can ba slthsr aubjactive or objac- 

tlve. 

iTt ... rr     which la äquivalent to knovlsdgs of ths Intereat 

ratea for tha next   t    perloda (Interest rate - 

1 - n. 
— )  (poasiMy by forecasting). 

t 

Pt+1ft+1 - Pt+1 p^ - Pj^ the Market velue of the port- 

folio of pollclea (premiums minus leases) sold to 

customera of tha I.C. (forecaatlng). 

and 

For Model la: 

BL m. the value of a unit of risky asset (after ra- 

lnauranca) for the next t perloda (forecasting) 

For Model lb: 

Nothing more la needed to calculate the optimal policies for 

relnaurance and dividend paymanta. The quantities, q ... q. 

are only needed In calculating the value of the expected utility 

for e t + 1-perlod problem. 

For Model II: 

.»   • • • v.        the coat of a unit of risky ssaet (after rein- 

surance) for the next t-perloda (forecasting). 

A Simplifying Aaaumptlon 

Tha data collection problem la almpllfled Immensely If we assume 

"■"   "■--""   ~ "•' ...i^Z^^Mu^at^^^mdnum^^^.^.  ,.,,, |   u^^gi i     
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the market to be stationary In the following seme: 

For all t 

♦t(x) - ♦(x) 

P (x) - T P(x) where |p(x)dx 

These assumptions Imply that:     (a)  the number of companies remains 

the same In the reinsurance market,   (b)   the risks    i      brought Into 

the market by the participating companies are Identically distrib- 

uted from period to period,   (c)   the price function remains the same 

except for adjustments due to changes In the Interest rate. 

As a consequence of the above assumptions, ve can now write: 

pt - v 
c+1 

Bt - irt      m 

;     p  =   JxP(x)dx 

;    m E    I m      pd*      (Model la) 

1 (Model lb) qt • q - log *t       ;   q = E log p 

w    - TT w + * log*      ;    w i    I (log TJPdx    (Model II) 

Thus the I.C.   In this case needs to knov. or assess at the start 

of period    t    only    it ,   ...,   TT      and the premiums    p p.     to 

be collected from Its customers. 

A.3    The Optimal Dividend Policy 

* 
For all models we found that    C    - AR    + B     or that  the divi- 

dends paid  at  the start of period     (t,t  - 1)   due to results of period 

(t + l,t)     consist of a portion    A      of  the reserves level    R      at 

the start  of period    (t,t -  1)    plus a constant.     (The transactions 

lanti  - ■ ■ -.—>—^—^-t—■■— ■—.— .,..^, ........... - --.-  -.-■. - 
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between I.C. and stockholders will be explained in detail In Sec- 

tion 4.3.) 

* 
Because of the condition aC + b > 0 in Models la, lb, we 

can make the following observations: 

Model la 

A.   Model la. 
* b 

c>0,a<0^C<  t a 

(a) b>0-^ >0       thus   C     can be both positive or 

negative 

(b) b<0-»' <0       thus   C     is always negative 

* b 
B.    Models la., la,        c<0,a>0^C>-- 

(a) b>0-*- <0       thus   C     can be both positive or 

negative 

(b) b<0-* >0    thus   C     is always positive 

Cases A(a)(b)  correspond to an increasing risk aversion utility 

function while B(a)(b)  to decreasing risk aversion.    It  is thus ques- 

tionable if Model la. can make sense in reality as it is rather im- 

probable that individuals or firms would be Increasing risk averse. 

If this were the case then the "elementary contracts" of the rein- 

surance market  (or in general the securities) would be regarded as 

inferior goods since the amount of securities bought from the market 

would decrease with the wealth of the firm.     If we decide that the 

above argument holds in the situation we are faced with,  then only 

models Ia..Ia2 make sense. 

Allowing or restricting the dividends to be positive and (or) 

negative is also discussable.    If we are faced with a situation 

  -M-tjj.-^-..  -^■.^..  .. __  _        i iiiiiiiJiiMMilül—miM—Mtüi 
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i 

where nonnegative dividends are a "must" we must restrict to case 

B(b).     It  Is doubtful, however,   If such a situation applies to an 

insurance business,  since It Is plausible that stockholders faced 

with the prospects of high profits In future years will wish to 

save an Insurance business from ruin by Increasing the equity ca- 

pital   (negative dividends).     (This point has been argued by Borch 

(1969).)    In this sense,  to al'.ow the possibility of negative divi- 

dends is not a disadvantage but an advantage of the model;  it simply 

means that  the stockholders, once they have decided that they will 

stay In business for the next t periods,   agree that an increase in 

the reserves of the I.C. will make it more profitable.     In Section 

(4.7.2) we come back to this question and discuss a possible way of 

generalizing the problem to allow for a decision to liquidate the 

I.C.  at any step.    This would offer better ground for permitting di- 

vidends to become negative. 

Model lb 

i 

The utility function here has decreasing risk aversion. Also 

*    b * 
since C > , depending on the sign of b, C  is either re- 

t    a '        t 

stricted to be positive or is allowed to take both positive and 

negative values.  Similar remarks hold here are for Model la. 

Also note that in this Model neither A  nor B  depend on 

iji (x)  or Pt(x)  which says that the amount paid as dividend is 

independent of the favorableness or not of the risky asset 

*t(x) 

■MUM»   .     '—■ftlilMinili ■       - 
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Modtl II 

The utility function has a constant risk aversion and as de- 
* 

fined the Model itself imposes no restriction on C  which is 

allowed to be positive or negative. If C > 0 roust be included 

in the Model the sane solution and formulae will hold once the 

f''lowing conditions are satisfied: (sufficient conditions) 

BN 
(1) The starting capital Rj, i - T1 

Vi) 
S 

(2) logo > log - 7  . for all x E X - for t - N,N - 1, ... 1 0 -  0 (J» (x)        —   t 

Certainly the first condition implies that CN >^ 0 .  Suppose now N 

B. 't+1 * that    R +1 > - j     (or    C    .   >^ 0)    we will show that condition 

(2) implies that    C    > 0    or 

R    > - -i 
t -     A^ 

The latter can be shown by substituting (3.61)  in the above inequality 

and then using  (3.56c).    After some manipulations we obtain 

L        .  "fH^ - AtH-l\ , lea ■     1    ,      Pt+1^ N1+vr/vvr"i * ^- - -slo6 ^^ 
and since the first term is nonnegative by assumption the result 

obtains.    A necessary condition for condition (2)  above to hold is 

TT    logo _> w Vt  .    The latter requires that    <* .1 TT    .     This can be 

seen once we observe that    w   2. ** log77.,    for *11    t     (see Section 

4.5 inequality (4.9)). 

n     mir  -    ■ ■- ■, i ..  -——-■ ■■iM^ÜättlüMi1-  —J- -- — —■'   ■ ■ ■ '■- ■ ^--.-■■i—   ■- .^i^'^^.-.^.—. - 
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W« found that 
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(3.34) 'tUt+J " ^t VW^t+iV    ' ^t   At 

x1/c 
and looking at  (3.44) for   -r—   ve see that the I.C.  borrows the 

^t 

b   Bt b   Bt 
amount -r- + -— TT .  (which grows to -7— + T~   by  the end of 

period t + 1) from tne iiarket. The I.C. sells its portfolio of 

policies to the market and receives Pt+iir
t.+i ~ Pt+i 5 t^n  looks 

■(• 
at the cash It has on hand,    lRt+1 "*" Pt+i^t+i ~ p

t+i + 
bVi , Bt      \ 

aAt        At ^t+ll 

from which It glvea A ..  to the s/p-holders, while they pay back 

At+1 bmt+l                         At+1  b 

to the I.C. rr- which is the cost of buying rr- 
At aa1/c At aa1/c 

units of risky asset. Then the I.C. is left with 

<1 - W K+i+ Wt+i - pt+i+ 
>7T
t+i 1

3t    \ 
IÄ7-+ ä; "t+ij 

, t+l  b m + ^7  l/c mt+l t aa 

which is divided by m .  (the cost per unit risky asset) to find 

('t+MUc 
how many units of   I- TTT-I are to be bought. 

—i  1 MMMMMMMMMIktfiaitiakiUM^.^.  
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It Is Important to nota that tha choice of postralnsurance form 

of risky assat Is Independent of the prerelnsurance wealth of tha 

I.C.    Tha latter only determines the amount to be bought. 

Now It Is evident that since,    a(AtRt + Bt) + b > 0    (thla Is 

assured If   •(A
t+iRt+i  + B

t+i) + b > 0 ) we have 

•■ 

(4.1) If    a > 0 W-Sr-t vi.t 

lower bound 

Figure 2a 

The postrelnsurance wealth as a function of the aggregate claims 

i \ £      for models la.,  la.    (a > 0) 
1-1 t i        ^ 

This was expected since the LRT-class is closely related to the 
separation property of portfolio selection theories as we discussed 
in Section 3.4.1. 

.MB 
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upper bound T 

y e 
i-1 t 

Figure 2b 

The postreinsurance wealth as a function of  the aggregate claims 

I   C1    for model Ia3    (a < 0) 
1-1    t 

B. 

(4.2) If    a < 0       Rt(0 < -IT^Tl Vi.t 

Since 
P(x) Increases In each   x      when all the agents in the 

Market agree on the probability density function  (recall Section 

5        1        i 2.2.3/5 and that    y -    I    (C    - x ))  , we have the following cases: 
1-1 

A. If    a > 0 . c   < 0    (Models la^  Ia2) 

- Increases ■♦ 1-1 decreases thus    Rt(x)    decreases in each 

x     since   a > 0  ; 

B. If    a < 0 . c   > 0    (Model Ia3) 

-^^_—,_-^^ ,    r...       ..    ■.._■_  
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Then   R (x)    again decreases In each   x     since   a < 0 . 

These observations are summarized In Figures 2a, 2b. 

Model lb 

b   Bt   1 The quantities —r- + — , ■ .  can be explained In a similar 

way as In Model lb, only here, the cost of a unit of Investment 

♦<i>       r* i 
pTrr Is  I ^ Pdx ■ 1 . Thus  . ■.  represents both the amount of 

money left to the I.C. after dividend payments and the number of 

units of risky asset ±   bought. 

Again, the prerelnsurance total wealth enters In the formula 

for &,(£,) only to determine the level of post-reinsurance risky 

asset and not Its form. 

P(x) 1 

As In Model la, because TTT Increases in each x , 

(3.51) R^)    1  _   b   -t 

decreases In each   x      and because of the condition 

a(AtRt ■•■ B
t) 

+ b > 0 

R      Is bounded by (note    a > 0    here) 

(4.3) "'"^TS 

These results are summarized in Figure 3. 

Model II 

We can explain the various quantities in (3.61) as follows: 

—-—■    ^.a»»!,^ K.Ti!»!  nn    n jiniMhiritnlcii   ■n^^^»^_. _.. ^rrt^MMÜMiMM^^^MT— -■ '   - ■    „-...4  . .   ....  11«T,, mit    ^in«^i^^-"i--^- 
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Figure 3 

The postreinsurance wealth as a function of the aggregate 

n      . 
claims     J   C    for Model lb. 

i-1   t 
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The I.C. borrows from the market the amount m t+i 

A  B 
which, by the end of the period, grows to ■ t^ ■ - as debt. Then 

it sells all its risks and premiums, thus receiving the amount 

It then assumes -7- units of the risk 
YAt 

PfuVi " pfU ' 

P(i) 
- log "TTTT for which it receives a premium 

w t+1 
(recall w t+1 

is the cost per unit of log -^ ). Next, the I.C. pays to the s/p- 

holders (look at 3.55 for C . ) the amount it borrowed from the 

At+lBt market)       ^      TT        , and a portion    A    . of 

Rt+1 + Pt+lVl " pt+l + 
Vi\ 
rAt ; • while the s/p-holders pay to the 

I.C.  the fixed amount    n 
lt+l 

t+i YA. 
loga .  Finally, the I.C. places 

in the bank whatever cash it has left in its hands after these trans- 

1 actions.    Thus,  its value at the end of  the period grows to 
t+1 

of its original value. 

It is  interesting to note that  the amount of risky asset  the 

I.C.  assumes  is fixed,   independent of  its pre-reinsurance wealth. 

This is of course a well-known property of  the exponential utility 

function. 

The behavior of    Rt(x)    w.r.t.   each    x      is  similar to the other 

P(x) j 

models.     Since   TTT    increases in each    x 
! p(x) 

~t
logTw de- 

creases in each    x      and thus    Rt(x)     decreases in each    x      as 

expected.     See Figure 4. 

iii«irtrt»i iMM^fn 
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^ 

Figure 4 

The postreinsurance wealth as a function of the aggregate 
n ± 

claims I   5  for Model 
i-1 t 

II. 

t^ mmmm nMinmii miMiiiii      > r 11    i M,m<u*ämimt*aaaimiiaiittmmm^* -  - -     i      i 
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4.5 Intqualltiea between the Cost per Unit of Risky Asset. Intereit 

and the Expected Value of Risky Asset 

Model la 

Suppose that we follow an optimal t-perlod program. Then 

ft(x) - Dtu(Atx + Bt) 

Now at the start of period t + 1 we first optimize w.r.t. 

R (•) keeping C . fixed. Since we can always choose to sell 

all of our risky assets and still satisfy the budget constraint, 

the optimizing value of R , R  must be such that 

(4.4) u(At ^7 + Bt)1 Eu[At^ + V t+1 

where 

/( 

\+l  ~ Ct-H 

"t+l 
+ pt+l " xt+l )wx)di ' 

Certainly choosing R - ■^—   is  feasible, since we satisfy the 
t+1 

budget constraint,      iR.Pdx - y , and also    a (A,.     ^    + B ) + b > 0 
J t - \ t ^t+i    V 

because of (3.36). Now using (3.34) for R  in (4.4), 

■(■.i-.l-^fef-s) 
<  L_ xC+1/cm 
- a(c+l) X    mt+l 

1/c 
using (3.35) for X '  , the last inequality can be replaced by 

- i   MlHMIkMlMHIMKtuaartj»,. 
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- a(c + 1) ^ tH (Rt+i - ct+i+ »>t+x,rt;ipt+i) + vT "t+i+ « 

and rearranging 

U(A'vr+B'H°^u (^w+8') 
Considering now all possible cases 

a(c ■♦■ 1) ^ 0 , c ^ 0 , ac < 0 

and using the form of   u(«)    for Model la ve gee 

a > 0 . c < -1 - «t+1 < nl%c 

a>0,-l<c<0) .. 
or > ^ m        > Tr^/C  ; N - 1 < t < 0 

(4.5) a < 0 , c > 0 ) t+1        t+1 

We can follow a similar approach using Jensen's inequality 

ft(ERt) > Eft(Rt) , 

- 

since f  is strictly concave. 

Now let n j, = E ^ t+1 ^t+1 

of risky asset. Then 

r the expected value of a unit 

i^r \*i -1]'E -«t' 

and by manipulating we obtain 

^aim^mm^m^ 
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Vi    >    "t+i 
a(c + 1)      a(c + 1)   * 

Again, exhausting the possibilities, we have 

(4.6) 

a(c + 1) < 0 

a(c + 1)  > 0 

c+1 ^ 
nt+l ' "t+l 

c+1 % 
^t+l > ,nt+l 

N - 1  < t  < 0 . 

Summarizing,  since    ac  < 0 ,  there are three possibilities: 

e+1 c+l/c 
Model la^    a > 0 , c < -1 - n^      < n»t 1 ^ (i) 

(4.7)    Model Ia2:    a > 0 , -1 < c < 0 -^ n^+1 > mt _> iij+1/c      (11) 

Model Ia3:    a < 0 , c > 0 * nj+1 c nt . tn    > T^+1/C    (ill) 

for   N < t < 1 . 

Model lb 

Here we can only say that 

(A.8) qt > - log itt 

where 

VD 
qt i E l08 TU)    ''    N - ' - 1 

this follows easily by Jensen's inequality. 

Model II 

Here we have already defined 

i mmtmm  -■    ■ 
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(3.58) V: = ht)' t+1 

v .  is the cost of a unit of risky asset. 

Similarly to Model la, we argue that 

u(At ^ + Bt) ^ E u(AtRt + Bt) i 

i 7 a - »'t+1) 

using (3.60) for X we have 

(■ 
_IA _-—f B )/    ""t+l^t+l 

1  "t+l  Tt-fl6 
■^ 

—w  /■"■ 
n
t+1«   t+1   t+11 !   ;   N - 1 < t < 0 

(4.9) 
Wt      1 or =• < log — ; N < t < 

which says that cost of a unit of risky asset is greater than 

TT log ir in each period. 

Finally, using Jensen's inequality 

(4.10) E log -=• < log *   ;  N < t < 1 
*t       t      -  - 

which says that the expected value of a unit of risky asset is 

less than log v    in each period. 
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4.6 Th« Infinit« Horizon Stationary Case 

Ut Pt - p , Pt(x) - ?(x) , tt(x)  - <i(x) for all t . Then 

our formulae for all the models examined in Chapter 3 can be ex- 

tended to the Infinite horizon case by letting t -*-<■> . 

We will denote 

Ü (Dt.At,Bt,Et) - (D.A.B.E) 

Model la 

Condition   L < 1   where   L =    - . 
a1/c 

(4.11a) D - 

•m E ISh^ 
1 - L 

(4.11b) A • 1 - L 

(4.11c) B - i~t (pn - p) + -^-Ty i* ' D 

(4.12) f(R)  - D u(AR + B) 

and we can check that in fact this satisfies 

f(R)  -    max      {u(C) +oEf[R(i)]} 
C,R(-) 

s.t.      /R(x)P(x)dx - j fc-^ + p - 3rjp(x)dx 

where    C ■ AR + B ,  and    a(AR + B) + b > 0 . 

Further, cince for each t A
t»
D
t»
B
t»
R
t»
c
t 

are unique, the 

solution la unique in the limit. 
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Model lb 

Condition a < 1 

(4.13.) 
1-a 

(4.13b) A • 1-a 

(4.13c) 
1-a b 

B •   (piT-p) +  ^-a) 
l-n       a (l-Ti) 

(4.13d) E -  r[loga + q], q = E log - 
a(l-a)Z X 

f (R) - D u(AR + B) + E 

C* • AR + B 

Model II 

Condition "rr < 1 

(4.14a) 

(4.i4b) 

(4.14c) 

(4.14d) 

1-TT 

A - 1-TT 

- piT-p +  logo . W " l10^*)1^ 
Yd-TT)   >(1-TI) J N/ 
Yd-fi) 

1   a-TT 

Yd-Tf) 1-a 

£(R) - D u(AR + B) + E 

C - AR + B 

4.7 Generalizations 

4.7.1 Simple Generalizations - Variations 

It is easy tj see that we can allow the patience factor a 

—■ i i  ,. — - 
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to depend on tin«. Wo only need to replace a by a  in the 

reeulte of Chepttr 3. 

Another elmplc extension refers to the merket mechanism. The 

I.C. is not concerned with the number of companies participating 

in the merket or whether that number changes with time as long as 

an equilibrium price function exists which is known or forecested 

for the next N-periods. As e matter of fact, the approach in Chap- 

ter 3 would be the same if the I.C. In question wes not feced with 

a Reinsurance Market but with a reinsurer quoting prices for eny 

type of contract. The latter situation would be better deecribed 

in this way: 

1) The I.C. announces its intention In a certeln period to 

reinsure its portfolio which is subject to the claims r.v. £ with 

known p.d.f. ♦(».) (i.e., it wishes to form a contract as a func- 

tion of x , the value of the r.v. C). 

2) The reinsurer based on the p.d.f. $(x) quotes a price 

function P(x) such that the price of eny reineurance contrect Z(x) 

will be 

/ 
Z(x)P(x)dx 

d)   The I.C, faced with   P(x)  , finds the best contract    Z(x) 

to fit its needs subject to e budget contrelnt 

fz(x)f(xH* - J (C - x)P(x)dx 

where C is the prior capital of the I.C, C - C it,' the prere- 

insurence wealth of the I.C, and Z(x) is the poet-reinsurance 

- - -      - - 
—  ■ - 
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wealth of the I.C. for the beginning of the next period as a func- 

tlon of the realization x of the claims r.v. C • 

This situation Is mathematically the sane as that of Chapter 3 

and the sane results hold. As a side comment, we note that this 

way of calculating premiums (through a price function) could be 

used also In standard Insurance. We discuss this possibility in 

Appendix II. 

Finally, we remark that small variations In the budget con- 

straint (2.2) will still give us closed form results. For example, 

the premiums p  might be collected gradually and not at the end 

of the period.  This would change the prereinsurance value of the 

Rt " Ct Rt " Ct  Ft 
I.C. from -i——- + pfr - ^ to -=--■—- + TT - ^ J «here 

v rt   t        f *■        ^ 

rt - Tt  • where tt' can be calculated on the basis of an averaged 

Interest rate.  Such variations are also acceptable for C  or C . 

4.7.2 The Right to Liquidate the I.C. 

The problem as we developed it in Chapter 3 finds the optimal 

policies when the I.C. is determined to stay in business for N- 

perlods.  But this approach does not permit the shareholders to 

liquidate the I.C. at any period, which may be desirable, especially 

when dividends can be negative. To resolve this problem we need to 

know how the shareholders trade off one more period of operation 

compared to liquidating the I.C. 

First, to be consistent we must talk about a fixed interval, 

say of N-perlods.  Then facing those N-periods, the management should 

decide on one of the following alternatives 

0) Liquidate now 

1) Operate one period then liquidate 

——*—— '      ' " '' ■■■m i in   i      ^^^^      ' -■- - ■   .T^"^ 
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2) Operate two periods then liquidate 

N) Operate N periods 

But to evaluate each alternative, the management must attach 

a value to the duration of time the company does not exist. For 

example, let the starting capital be R , then the kth alternative 

says "operate for k periods and be out of existence for the rest 

N-k periods." We want to attach a value G    to the N'-k periods 

of nonexistence of the I.C. 

At first thought, G  should correspond to J periods of 

u(0) .  But this is not correct as the shareholders will have in- 

comes from other sources.  An indirect way of determining C      would 

be to think of it as j periods of u(C ) where C  is the mini- 

mum dividend acceptable by the shareholders if they were to receive 

a constant dividend C  for each of j periods of operation of 

the I.C. Below C  the shareolders decide to liquidate.  In effect, 

we say G.■ J a u(C )  for C  as described above.  Still this 
J  t-1 

explanation for G,  Is not entirely satisfactory, as In general 

G  should depend on the teminal  capita':     R ; the capital of the 

I.C. at the moment of liquidation. 

However, if we rather simp" istically accept that we know 

G  ... G  and assume that they are Independent of the ternlnal 
i.      N 

capital, we have a measure of corparinc; periods with the I.C. In 

operation versus periods after liquidation. Our prohlem then Is 

reduced to finding the maximum of 

u(R) + GN. , f1(R) + 
aCN,_1. .. 

•• fN-l(r) + ■lN"1(;i ' fN(R) 

n» in i 
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where, •■ before, f. (R) le the mexioun expected utility for k 

periods of operetion sterting now with cepital R . 
j 

In particular, when u belongs to the LRT class f.(R)  

fN(R) can be calculated by using the recursive formulas found in 

Chapter 3. 

In ectual operation the I.C. is faced with an indefinite hori- 

zon where the N-periods have only the meaning of a planning ahead 

interval. In other words, at the start of each period of the in- 

definite horizon the I.C. will revise and expand its forecasts to 

cover the N coming periods and will then solve an N-alternative 

problem as discussed in this Section. Thus, liquidation will ac- 

tually occur when u(R) + G  is Che maximum valued alternative. 
N 

4.7.3 Decision on Amount to be Spent for Promotion of Sales 

Suppose that the I.C, apart from deciding on the optimal divi- 

dend payments and reinsurance treaty, has to decide on how much money 

to allocate to promote its volume of business.  It turns out that 

this extra decision does not alter the optimal policies found in the 

above models. 

We keep the same notation except that now p - £  is replaced 

by v ; where 

;  a random variable representing the typical contract the 

I.C. forms with its customers. Its value will be z . 

For simplicity of exposition, we assume c,    to be indepen- 

dent, identically distributed in each period, 

v  the volume of business in period t  (the amount of C )• 

r  amount of money allocated to sales promotion in period t 

(we assume the effect of this allocation to appear in the 
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volume of the next period,    t - 1). 

We further suppose that 

(4.15) vt - hvt+1 + g(rt+1) 

where    0 < h _< 1 ,  to account for a drift downwards of sales without 

sales effort,  and    g(r)     a concave,  continuously differentiable, 

increasing positive function on    0 i r ^   ^   with 

t 
(4.16) S'«»^ 

where    s =   JzP(z)d£   the value of a typical contract     r;    in the 

reinsurance market.    Condition  (4.16) rewritten as    8g'(0)  > — , 
—   IT 

says "The return    sg'(O)    brought by an initial $1 spent for pro- 

motion of sales must be greater than the return   —    from a $1 left 

to mature over a period."    This Is a sufficient condition for the 

problem to have a solution but even a milder condition would do, as 

we will see later  (4.25). 

The problem can again be formulated by a Dynamic Programming 

relation 

(4.17) ft+l(Rt+l W max ["(ct+1 + a Eft(Rt(0 

ct+r
Rt(-> 

rt+i -0 

yt)] 

such that 

For convenience we assume s,r independent of time. However, the 
results in this section can easily be adapted to the nonstatlonary 
case    st,TTt,ht,gt(')ftt  • 

TM       ■ MMUMtfrMIMMU— '' ■'   M -    ■*■■ '■l-iiäJT-I---1i ii    I 
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the boundary condition Is 

89 

(4.19) 0 0   0      o 

Assuming u(0 to be one of the Models la, lb, II we follow siallsr 

procedures. Namely, we fix r  and maximize, as before, first 

w.r.t. R A0    and then w.r.t. Ct    the result prior to max w.r.t. 

rt    U 

(4.20) ft(Rt  1 vt) -  max  VfiW + Bt) + Et 

(E   - 0   for Model la) 

and now D  and A  are not functions of r  but are the same as 

in the original problem, while 

(4.2X, .t.At[.Vt-tt+!^, + ^-H*:-.^] Model la 

Model lb 

Model II 

where B • 0 , A ■ 1 . Thus it only remains to maximize B. oo t 
w.r.t. r . The result is the same for all models so we 

Bt 
will deal with Model la only. Expanding -r- recursively we get: 

At 

^ 
„   .^M**.*-. 

 -••'iiMijMÜ#«iiMrw^iri  i 
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rt 
m 8(v

t 
+ vr+ •••+ v''1) - (rt+ Vi"4 •••+ 1Tt'lri)t ~ 

(4.24) 
• L*t-i V2        AoJ 

* * 
(r,    and    r      can be shown to be zero since the I.C. would spend no 1 o 

money In period 1 or 0 for the volume to increase after  it ceases 

operation.)    where we have set 

1  - i 0   r   TT r-7— 

Using now 

(4.15) vj  - hvj+1 + g(rj+1)        i I t 

the first tern in the expansion of   -r-    (A.24) becomes: 
At 

s{vt + n(hvt + g(rt)] + it2[h2vt. + hg(rt) + g(rt_1)] + ... 

... + ^"W'^ + ht"2g(rt) + if'hir^) + ... + hg(r3) + gCr2)]) 

-  s{vt(l + nh + ir2h2 + ...  + ^t~1ht"1) + g(rt)(TT + r2h + A2 +  ... 

+ TI^V"2) + g(rt_1)(    ) + ...+ g(r2)} . 

B
t 

Now — is concave in r  and thus differentiating (4.24) using 
At t 

the above expansion we obtain 

t-2 
t > 2 . ^(^■■''^"jo^"-1   ' 

So equating to zero and solving, the optimal amount r  to be spent 

for promotion of the sales volume satisfies 

'■'**'■■" "" '   '     imtmtui ..^J.^..„„.,., .■■^.iJ i.v„.,.    ...i mli.„,i.,i.- ,..  ^^imvUMM^ „g    | 
■-'-•-■"•-* I k-lr. 
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(4.25) g'(r*) 
t-2   k ' 

•n l (*hr 
k-0 

t > 2 . 

The solution, r > 0 , exists since we assumed that 

g'(0) >^ and since ~ i —^T 

an I    (flh) 
k-0 

while    g'(*)    decreases continuously on the posltivi'. seol-axls by 

assumption. 

(4.25) can be interpreted as follows:    increase    r     until 

t-2 . 
88 (r )    L    ('"h)     ,   the marginal business discounted at its present 

t   k-0 

value brought by an extra dollar spent in this period, equals   — 

which is the value of that dollar when left to mature till the end 

of the period. 

■ 

i 

Summarizing 

The N period problem examined here is essentially the same as 

the original problem.    However, here the    p  's    are not given and 
* 

we first have to determine the    r  's    by solving Equation (4.25). 
* * * 

We then determine the    v    s   by using   v    .  - hv    + g(r )    and an 
* 

initial condition    (v.. - 0 , say;.    Finally,    ^t'^t'^t    can ^e ^e~ 

termlned by using the recurrence relations of the original problem 

(Chapter 3).    T^    is then calculated by using  (4.21),   (4.22),   (4.23) 
t 

and the optimal    r     , v      which are given by the  same formula  (4.25) 

for all models.    Also the optimal reinsurance treaty of the original 

■    - - I. i ■ 
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problem remains the name; only replac? p n - p  by sv - rt 

In the infinite horizon case (4.25) becomes 

(4.26) -/ *x  1 - hr 8 (r ) - —pr- 

and for this to have meaning we could use a weaker assumption than 

g'(o)   > -=- , namely,    g'(o)  > —z—- .    The formulae for the overall — sit »•    •> _      g^ 

problem again are the same except for    B   where    pir - p    must be re- 

placed by   sv   - r    .    For example for Model la (4.11c) must be re- 

placed by 

(4.29) 1-L*        *.bit-L (sv    - r ) + — 
1   -    IT a 1 - TT 

where 

(4.28) hv* + g(r*) - v* - *il-l 

where r  Is the solution to (4.26) and is unique if g'(z)  is 

strictly decreasing. Also the formulas for the optimal reinsurance 

*   * 
treaty must be changed by replacing p ir - p  by sv - r  . 

'•-'■i ' '-■•'-*■ ■"       ■■ ' ■ mil   i    iM^MMM^aMIMMiH 
*""-■ -    ■-■-  -■■"- ■-" ■   ■■- 
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CHAPTBK 5 

AN EXTENSION TO MULTIPLICATIVE UTILITES 

5.1   Introduction 

Meyer (1969) haa shown that when an Indivldial decldea on his 

future consumption Independently of his past, the utility function 

evaluating possible consumption streams must be one of three forms 

(5.2), (5.3). (5.4).    Form (5.2) Is the additive form which we hava 

already examined In Chapter 3.    The other two, which we will call 

multiplicative forms,  are the subject of this chapter. 

We formulate once wore the dynamic decision problem of the 

I.C. and proceed to find closed form solutions.    Unfortunately, 

this time we are able to do so only for those utility functions 

that belong to the subclasses la. or la».    The results are strik- 

ingly similar.    The dividend payments are linear In the reserves 

level and the reinsurance treaty As virtually the same as before. 

We are thus able to Interpret the results in a manner    similar to 

that of Chapter 4.    The generalizations of Chapter A easily adapt 

to the present situation. 

5.2   The Multiplicative Utility Function for Evaluating Consumption 

Streams 

Let    C - [C.,  ..., C  1    be a vector of consumption (dividends) 

for N-periods.    At any    1 -  t ^ N   we will denote 

C   ■ [ctiCt+1»  •••, CN1     (the future consumption) 

t * tCjtC» Ct) (the past consumption) 

Consider an individual who evaluates at time    t    the value of 

consumption stream   C  ,.   ,  given his past consumption    C.   , using 
t+x c 

*'■■■'■'■""•-'     ' ■  -  ■-Mf.rin 
I tll^ 

"^      -       -          -•   ■■■.->■   -■!>. ,    „. 
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a utility function   ut(C +1  I  ^J   .     Let also   u(C)    denote hi» 

utility of the overall noncondltional stream at time    t - 0  . 

Meyer  (1969) defines    C    .    as cardinal independent     (cl.) 

of    tt    if 

(5.1) ut(Ct+l   '  Ct)  ' a<Ct) + b(Ct)ut(Cf«-l) 

where    "^CCfxi)    i8 a utility function evaluating consumption 

streams    C    .    Independently of    C    .    Certainly (5.1)  Implies 

that the Individual will preserve the preference ordering of all 

possible    £   -    for diCferent    C    .    Meyer  (1969)  then shows  that 

If    C ^    is cl.    C     for    t - 1,   ..., N - 1   and   C^    cl. of 

C    ,   then    u(C)    must be one of the three forms: 

1 

(5.2) 
N 

u(C) tIi ut<Ct, (1) 

(5.3) 
N 

u(C) -    n    u.(C )   ;  u  (•)  > 0 ,    for all    t (11) 
t-1    C    C C 

(5.A) u(C) - -    n    (-ufC.)]   ; u.(-)  < 0 ,    for all    t     (ill) 
t-1        C    ^ Z 

These results have been extended by Richard (1972).    Expression  (5.2), 

along with the assumption of stationarity,    u  (•) ■ o u(*)   ,  reduces 

to the utility function we used in expressing the I.C.  problem in 

Chapter 3.    We propose now to employ the multiplicative forms  (5.3) 

and  (5.4)  In formulating the dynamic decision problem of the I.C. 

We will again find closed form results but only for Models la,  and 

la.. 

  
■ II «na——M——i ■Mfc 
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5.3 Formulation of the Dynamic Decision Problem of the I.C. undw 

a Multlpllotlve Utility Function - Closed Form Solution» for 

Models la., la«. 

Keeping exactly the same notation as In Chapter 3 and assuming 

that u (•) - u(*) for all t , the Dynamic Progranaing (D.P.) re- 

lation that represents the I.C.'s decision problem can now be ex- 

pressed for u(») > 0 , using (5.3), as 

(5-5)       WW "    M:,. !u(ct+i)E ft[Rt(^i)]! 
't+1 .Rt(-) I 

along with the same budget constraint 

JVWpt+i(Wd£t+i "J( 
(5.6) 

and boundary condition 

'Vi - ct+i 
+ p 

t+l t+1 - Vi) pt+i(^t+i)<'Vi 

(5.7) 
CO      o 

Similarly, for u(') < 0 using (5.4) 

(5.8) ft+l
(Rt+l

) "  ^ , j- "Vt+l^W 
't+1 Rt(-)| 

along with the same budget constraint and boundary condition. 

In the following, we will find closed form results from (5.5) 

when u(«)cla,j , and from (5.8) when u(')ela1 . 

5.3.1 Model la. 

One-period problem 
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Expression (5.8) becomas: 

(5.9) ^(R^ -  mat   I- u(C1)E "(R,,^^))] 
Cl'Ro(-> 

subject to 

(5.10)   JK^)?^)^  - j p-_il + p, - xJjP^)^ 

Fix Cj^ . 

Since - u(C.) > 0 ve only need to maximize Eu(R ) over 
1 o 

R (*) given the budget constraint. Thus, we use the Market optl- 

mality condition (2.8): 

/* 5.11) u'<V*l " X Pl 

for ncla. . Solving (5.11) ve find the optimal postrelnsurance 

wealth as a function of the risks x. : 

(5.12) W a  ♦1(x1) 

1/c 
b 
a 

and substituting in the budget constraint we find 

,1/c (5.13) ^ (RI - C1 + pl1r1 - p1 + ^ nj 

where m. , p.  are as defined in Chapter 3. Again, because we 

1/c 
require X   > 0 for (5.11) to have a solution (5.12), it follows 

that, we must require the condition: 

(5.14) a(R1 - ^ + pj^ - p^) + br^ > 0 

iMiaaiiiihiifca<^to ■--■■ ^^m—^^-L..^ -■■.. ...._.  MjMüttiiiiiiiiiMiM—awiiiii i - -     --       i^M,    |  »  |  ■ .■-..-. 
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Substituting (5.12) ami  (5.13)  In (5.9) wt obtain 

(5.15) 

where 

fi<V-7 irr^i)"^^1] 

! 

(5.16) Ql 5 Rl " Cl 4 Pi,,l " Pl + I "l 

Now let    K ■ -7——TT . K > 0   because   m.  > 0   and    a(c + 1)  < 0 . 
a(c +1) 1 

Thus, we have to maximize 

(5.17) 

over    C.   . 

(vc+l 

We take the first derivative of (5.17) w.r.t. C^ : 

t: 

(5.18) 1 " "'<C1>(^ «l)C+1 " ""l'fc "l)''1 + l) ^ 

The second derivative w.r.t.    C.   , 

(5.19) 

Is negative if 

(i)    — Q.   > 0    (that is if   (5.14) holds) and 

- ■- --■■    IM ■ iniitai 
-■—■■  
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(11)    aC.  + b > 0    (that la if    u(C1)    has meaning) 

Substituting for   uCOda.  ,  (5.19) becomes: 

+ 2(aC1 4. b)^ Q^c + 1) ^ +  (aC, + b)2 ^1 

^ > 0 because of (1) and (11) 

Now since -ac > 0 we can write: 

•A2 - K1 
/a   _  (aCi + b)    \2 

W 1        mi       / 

2  1 
+ 2(aC f b) ~ Qi 

01  J 

and since aC, + b > 0 , — Q. > 0 , a > 0 for Model la. it 
1        m. l i 

follows 

follows that A. < 0 . 

Now setting t.   - 0   we are guaranteed of a unique maximum 

as long as (i) and (11) above hold. After some sltnplificatiors 

we find that the optimal dividend C.  should satisfy 

(5.20) 
n * 

aC. + b - aQ. 

where 

or using the definition of Q,  in (5.16) 

(5.21) C* - ^L + p1Tr1 - P1 + jl^ - l]j 

—— ■ - ■■■ ■  i 
*-*■■-'"'■*■ mii;     ■- ■ ■ J ... - ■   . ».. ,M* w.» ., 
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- th« coat of which it linear in R. and dots not depend on M^ 

a unit of riaky aaset, I //x U   • Conditions (1) and (11) are 

equivalent becauae of (5.20). Thus ve only require: now 

(5.22) aCj^ + b > 0 

Substituting (5.20) back in (5.15) we find that the maximum expected 

utility for the one period problem starting with reserves R is: 

.  ..  /.c*l + bf
l 

V 

or 

(5.23) 

where 

^ - 2 

f^)  - - ^ "(C,) 
1. ,-*.2 
c 

«I 

- - Dj^ u(A1R1 + B1)
< 

Bl " I^l"! " Pl + ^l ' D] 

Di-i 
»i 

(5.24) 

« 

The t-H-period problem by induction. 

Assume 

t+1 
(5.25)      ft(Rt) - (-DV^t + V   ' U(,) ' 0 

t l—lll—ll I I        i  I  ^.^-..^-. .-.    ..-...■,    --- -—-^jMMMriüMMiiante^k^»^—^L——  ,,  ,  ,  ■ „ .■^_, ._„■..   
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wher« 

• 

(5.26) a(AtRt + Bt) + b > 0 

and 

Dt > 0 . At - t + 1 

we will show that  (5.25) holds for    (t + 1)    and that the only con- 

dition required la 

(5.27) •«Wr+l + W + b > 0 

The latter will be (jstabllshed when we show that  (5.27) and optimi- 

zation at step    t + 1    imply (5.26). 

We substitute (5.25)  in (5.8) and optimizing In the market for 

a fixed   C    .    we obtain:     (recall (2.8)) 

(5.28) dS; WWW " ^t+l^t+l5 

or under the condition that    X > 0 

a(AtRt(xt+1) ■> Bt) + b -n* hLJs + 1)t Pt+l(2Lt-H) 
(-1) 

(t+l)(c+l)-l 

Dt(t + 1)At ^tn-l^+l5 

(5.29) 

Note that the quantity in brackets Is positive if X > 0 since 

a(c + 1) < 0 by assumption. 

From the budget constraint (5.6) aud using (5.29), we obtain: 

1 

(5.30) 
Xa^c + l)t(-l)t 

Dt(t + l)At 

(c+l)(t+l)-l 

nt+l 
Qt+1 

^M ÜMM^—mf   ii iiiiifif^-'  -' '■   '■ ■■"'•-  ■   u^. ij 
BMiaM—.i.^ i.         _ 
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(5.31) + I ~ + At 't+l ■ 

and siallarly to Chapter 3 m +.    it  the cost of a unit of risky 

asset: for period t + 1 , 

(5.32) "t+1 
■ f/pt+i<W\ 

(t+l)(c+l)-l 

pt+l(2t+l)d2t+l 

where we must satisfy the condition: 

(5.33) V -*— Q   ,   > 0 
Vi  t+1 

because we require the left hand side of (5.30) to be > 0 since 

we demand    X > 0 .    Also, we observe that   <&t.t  
> 0    since 

?    .(x)  > 0 .    Now If we denote    g ■ (t + l)(c + 1)  , we observe 

that 

(5.34) 

1_ 
g-1 

Pt+1(x)dx = mt+1 

Substituting (5.24), (5.29), (5.30) into (5.8) and using ob- 

servation (5.34) the D.P. relation reduces to; 

WW " 
(5.35) 

max 
C t+1 

-'wv^J-^^ifevj 
(t+l)(c+l) 

mt 

i-^^, -,i„. 

■*■!       if i       MiiniisiMäüüMMfcaaiiiMinii iiiiigiginnifiii         -■    i tlk--*'^*-***»'*****»**~***~**^ ^ --.^.^^ 
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.t+l Note that    (-l)'[a(c + I)]™ < 0 , D    > 0   by assumption, 

m .. > 0 .    Thus, we only need to maximize 

, >(tH)(c+l) 

(5.36) 

with respect to Ct+1 . [Recall Qt+1 " Qt+1(Ct+1) by (5.31).] 

By examining the second derivative of (5.36) and using similar 

algebra as In the 1-perlod problem, we see that A Is strictly 

concave.  Thus the first order condition guarantees a unique maxi- 

mum as long as 

(1) aCt+1 + b > 0 and 

Aa 
(11) —— Qt+1 > 0 which is the same as (5.33) 

The first order condition Implies that 

(5.39) a<+i 
+ b - TTT Ci 

or using the definition of Q   , (5.31), 

*     1 
ct+i " TTT Rt+i 

(5.40) 

T+lift+l* t+l " pt+l + ^^w!<'->) 

But because of (5.39) (i) and (ii) are equivalent, thus it is only 

required that 

A detailed proof of the concavity of A is found in Appendix III. 

IIIMI—III  II 
 -   ■     ....-..- -.- .. ■ 
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(5.41) «C^ + b > 0 

Now let us summarize the conditions: 

(5.41) ^: (5.33) t^ X > 0 ^ a(Af.R.+B )+b>0 

t t t because of A because of the because of 
choice of C    ,, budget constraint choice of Rt 

(5.42) (5.39) (5.30) (5.28) 

■ 

Finally, because of (5.39),   (5.35) becomes, 

(t+l)(c+l) 

ft+l ̂ --■•Ovxrif^«^^) 

A,, f^ (aC*     + b)    by (5.39) t mt+1 t+1 

Summary of Results for Model la.; 

(5.43) 

« /» N /    -.Nt+l« /«*        xt+2 

't+l*^" <-1)t+1D
£+lu(At+lRt+l+ Bt+l>t+2 

with 

(5-^ Ct+1 * 
At+l

Rt+l 
+ Bt+1 

I 
where 

m ,. was defined in (5.34) (the cost of a unit of risky asset) 

where because of the form of the pontrelnsurance wealth (5.47) 

a unit of risky asset was implicitly defined to be 
vW^t+i* ■y 

^tv^MiäillltiiimuiMmm,***.******,,,*,,,! .  , .,  ■.■...,~^**m*mm*ääit**ii*iili*ljmmHmmmull.t.t ^■■—^ JJ1J.^..,  
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/(t+l)At> 
Dt+i" Vi r 

:t-n)Atv 

"t+i / 

(t+l)(c4l) 

(5.45.) 

since   A 

(5.45b) 

(5.45c)    B 

(t+lHc+D-l 't 
at+l 

1 
    by the Induction assumption 
t+1 

1 
A. 't+1 t+2 

t+1 t+2 Pt+lVl " Pt+1 + ^ + ^ 
a    At        At 

t+1 
;) 

with   D    • 1  ,  B    • 0 , A    ■ 1    along with the condition o '    o '    o " 

b 

(5.41)^ 

(5.46) a(At+lRt+l + Bt+1) + b > 0 

Let us check now that no other condition irises for oaxlmization in 

step t . That is, we will show that 

a(At+lRt+l + Bt+1> + b > 0- a(AtRt + Bt) + b > 0 

This follows by observing that (5.46) Is equivalent to (5.41) and 

then by checking the summary of conditions (5.42). Finally, from 

(5.28) and (5.30) we find that the optimal reinsurance treaty will 

transform the wealth of the I.C. to 

(5.47) 

Rt(x) 

Q   /P  (x  )\(c+l)(t+l)-l wt+i /rt+r-t+r* 
mt+i Wi^t+i 

B. 

I 
b 

— . —i. 
aAt     At 

where, using the definition of Q . along with (5.45), we find 

that 

kIMte 
I ■ ni.nititfiHiiia 
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I.-1 

(5.48) 

(• 

(1 - At+1) Rt+1 + pt+1nt+1 -pt+l + 

b At+1 

zq" "t+i+ ä^ "t+i) 

• A. 

or sine« 

(1 - At+1) - 1 - 1  , t -» 1  _t±l 
t + 2  t + 2   A. 

't+l (1-At+1)^ Rt+1 + Pt+l't+l " Pt+1 ^fr-) 

(5.49) 

h") 
Further the solution Is unique because of strict concavity. Section 

5.4 compares these results to those of Chapter 3. 

5.3.2 Model Ia: 

In this case we use the version of the Dynamic Programming re- 

lation given by (5.5) and proceed In exactly the same way as In 

Model la,: 

We fix C. and maximize In the market to obtain 

(5.50) 

and 

(5.51) 

R (x) o ~ 
^C/W\1/C   b 

.l/c 
■ ^ - Cl + Pi"! " pl + I ^ 

»äi»»i»iaiaji^...,,. ..■■ ..„j.^.i.w.i.-..■■..,...i.-  i. . :-.,..^,|   iriir*1IM^B^^^Mfci»liir ll«ii 
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along with ':h« condition 

(5.52) 
•Qi 

> 0 

Substituting (5.50), (5.51) In (5.5) we see that we only have to 

maximize 

(5.53) 

over C. . 

"«i'ft tf1 

The first and second derivatives are given once* again by 

A.  (5.17), A2 (5.18) but how a(c + 1) > 0 and ac < 0 which 

makes each term in A. (5.18) negative. Thus concavity Is again 

assured. The rest of the arguments are the same as in Model la.; 

the only difference lies in proving the strict concavity of 

(5.54) uMvrVi) 
\(t+l)(c+l) 

but this is dealt with in Appendix III, 

Summary of Results for Model la,. 

(5.55) 

(5.56) 

WW " Dt+iu(At+ip
£+i+ w 

ct+l " At+lRt+l + Bt+1 

t+2 

where m . , as defined in (5.34), is the cost of a unit of risky 

asset and Dt+1» 
A
t+i» 

Bt+i» Rt(2^ given by the same formulae as 

■^MM MMM mm^tM^mttHmlll^ I -...::..*.*.         - 
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In Mo(kl la^.    (5.45),   (5.A7),   (5.A8),  (5.49), along with tht con- 

dition (5.46) that the starting capital    R,^.    must satisfy. 

However, an extra condition Is required now on    t    so that 

the    t+3-perlod problem has a solution as described above. 

(5.57) (t + l)(c + 1) - 1 < 0 

This condition Is needed to keep ft(*) concave, as It Is required 

for maximization in the market. (If (t + l)(c + 1) > 1 then 

f (•) is convex.) It is also needed to show the strict concavity 

of A . 

Further, the solution is unique because of strict concavity. 

5.4 Interpretation 

The results are very similar to those of Chapter 3 for Models 

la., la« and thus we will be rather brief here.  Sections 4.2 

(Data Requirements) and 4.3 (The Optimal Dividend Payments Policies) 

apply here as well, but now the dividends do not depend on the cost 

m  of the risky asset.  Section 4.4 (The Optimal Reinsurance Treaty) 

Is the same as far as the interpretation of the transactions among 

I.C., s/p-holders and the Market Is concerned. Further, since 

p 

  is Increasing In each x , R (x) decreases in each x  as 
♦t+1 t " 

long as (t + l)(c + 1) - 1 < 0 for Modtl la,, while It holds with 

no further conditions for Model la.(Figure 2a is again applicable). 

Section 4.5 is virtually the same, except that now the inequalities 

(4.7) become: 

(5.58) (1)  Ia1,  (a > 0,c < -1) 
^ 

Tg-1 
't+1 - ' t+1 

■ -  ,  ■ —l^..^!-..... . 
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where 

WW<W>P^w"',T<>rr""""»'i^ ■   "i n—mi,   —— 

(5.59)        (li)    U2.    (« > 0,-1 < c < 0)    n{+1 > mt+1 > nJ^J 

."I 

t+1 
't+l ftn 

g-1 

is the expected value of a unit of risky asset,    g =  (t + 1) (c + 1) 

and   m    .   , as defined In (5.32), Is the cost of a unit of risky 

asset. 

For the multiplicative utility case we cannot extend our re- 

sults to an infinite horizon.    This is obvious for Model la.    be- 
* 

cause of the tine condition (5.57).    For Model la      C     con- 

verges to    - —   as    t •* •, while the reinsurance formula  (5.47) 
tt 

reduces to    R       ■ |R u + P11 - P new      V old      r a in 
which Implies that the 

I.C. will get rid of all its risky portfolio (i.e. it will become 

an intermediary agent). These limiting policies are hardly accept- 

able on two accounts: (1) The utility functions of class la. tend 

to -0° when the dividend tends to .  (2) The reserves process 

(the reinsurance transformation of wealth) becomes deterministic 

and the I.C. cannot tolerate the idea of risk-bearing; a situation 

that contradicts the name "Insurance Company". This type of result 

was expected because of the temporal risk aversion exhibited by the 

multiplicative form of Model la. which increases linearly with tine 

(see Section 5.5/2 and formula (5.61) below). 

The arguments regarding the right to liquidate the I.C. (4.7.2) 

are easily adaptable to the present situation. Finally, the decision 

for expenditures to promote sales (Section 4.7.3) holds in exactly 

.■■■i.tr  ■  ■ 
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the stmc form except that now we use the formulae of Chapter 5 re- 

garding   B +,, A +1, D    .   .    Specifically, corresponding to (4.21), 

we will now have; 

(560) .   * F       L 
Bt-1 .    bit     b  I J « A. sv - r + T IT + —  t   t^ t   t  At_1    aA^  aA^^ 

i 

where »»^.r  as defined In Section 4.7.3. 

5.5 Remarks 

1) Only Models la., la. give us closed form results Jn the multi- 

plicative utility case. Let's see why this does not happen with 

Models Ia3, lb, II. 

la-: The problem here lies with the second order condition 

Lj  . Namely, solving for C - in A. ■ 0 and substituting in 

&2 < 0 , we see that It requires that a > 0 which is contradic- 

tory to Xa.. 

lb: The first problem here is that — log (ax + b) , a > 0 , 

ax + b > 0 is partly positive and partly negative. We can over- 

come this by restricting the region of x to either ax + b > 1 

or ax + b < 1 . Still, we cannot arrive at a simple solution even 

for the one-period problem. 

II: This case is uninteresting by Its very nature.  It seeks 

N .  -YC 
to maximize - n  |u(C,)| where u(C.) ■ e    ,  y > 0 .    But 

1-1    1 l    Y 

N 
this is equivalent to max.  £ C  and there is no impatience or 

1-1    1 

discounting.    However,  since the Interest rate Is positive    (IT    < 1)  , 

it will require that we consume  (pay as dividend)  nothing and even 

t^ttmtt^mm ttkft. ■ ■-  — - --■- M •MMMHMftMaaiM ■ uaiMM 1— —^ ..■■.,■,.,... 
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have    C     as negative HB possible until the end of «-he program when 

everything Is given as dividends. 

2)    Models la., Ia2 are quite different In nature from the point of 

view of risk aversion: 

fJ(Rt) u"(AtRt + Bt) 
u,(Vt 

+ V 
<5,61) " ^I^V ' ' "r(SRt + Bt) ' t u(AtRt + V 

The first term Is the usual risk aversion Index. The second term is 

called by Meyer (1969) the temporal riek-aversion.    For Model la. 

(uO) < 0) the I.C. Is temporally riek-averee as the second term 

Increases with time. The opposite Is true for Model la. (u(*) > 0) . 

In this case the I.C. Is temporally risy-seeking.    In the case of ad- 

ditive utility, the second term above does not enter the expression 

and the I.C. Is temporally ris : neutral. 

The meaning of temporal rit-k-averslon Is the following: A 

temporal risk averse individual would be more risk averse in gambles 

that determine his stream of consumption over a longer period of time 

than for those for a shorter period of time. The opposite holds for 

a temporally risk-seeking individual. In this respect Model la. 

seems to have more meaning, However, we cannot preclude the possi- 

bility of cases where Model la. applies as long as the number of 

periods is limited so that (t + 1) (c + 1) - 1 < 0 as required by 

(5.57). 

Finally, we note that the Reinsurance Market does not depend 

on how each I.C. aggregates each utility function over time. There- 

fore, the choice between the additive or multiplicative forms Is 

value judgement of the management of each I.C. 

  -  -n, i mi .m-r«■li-n- T 1:.;^: 

>■ ■■ 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

One of Che major criticisms of the models presented in this 

thesis is ths data requirements, which in practice must be cal- 

culatrJ using forecasting techniques. In future work it would be of 

interest therefore to examine if simple forms can still be found 

when the quantities ^('K ^(O. Pt are directly treated as 

random and are updated possibly by Bayesian techniques. It is 

possible that credibility theories [see for example Jewell (1973a), 

(1973b), (1974); Pechlivanides (1973)] might provide the answer 

to this question. 

The other major criticism is of course ehe Reinsurance Market, 

which in reality does not exist as described. It might be inter- 

esting to study how such a market mechanism can be Implemented. 

The key issue is the determination of the equilibrium price func- 

tion. This is basically a question in the field of economics and 

could be achieved, for Instance, by the establishment of a central 

bureau that proposes a price function and then reviews it based on 

a feedback process with the participating I.C.'s. Another approach 

might be to actually create "elementary contracts" as described in 

Chapter 2, which are traded between participants like securities in 

a stock market. 

The Reinsurance Market we described allows only contracts that 

terminate within the same period. That Is, all contracts formed 

at ths start of a period must depend on the outcomes of the claims 

of that period only. At the end of the period, when the values 

of the claims random variables are known, all debts are paid, the 

rmlrüinri   m     liUnlliliili umUliri.»,..', I.i.»i.fii-i t   .»im   ^,.^...  .. .:.. .J—^^ggiijig^ ^.^gy.^ 
..^^ ...^. „■ -  
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contracts are fulfilled, and we «cart anew the next period. The 

question, therefore, is: Can we extend the Reinsurance Market 

so as to handle contracts extending for more than one periud? Of 

course, this question is possibly of theoretical rather than 

practical Interest. 

The concept of a price function was already proposed as a 

method for calculating premiums in usual insurance (see Section 4.7.1 

and Appendix II). The premiums calculated with the price function 

are no more than an expected value w.r.t. to probability density 

Zlxl function Credibility theories in premium calculation 

should directly apply to this new type of "expected value." It is 

then of interest to see how the form of ti:<. variable loading factor 

f(x)  (introduced in Appendix II) couples with the credibility 

formulae. 

In Section 4.7.3 we generalized the models to include a 

decision to promote sales. It was assumed that an "average" type 

of polity was sold to the customers and thus the whole portfolio 

of the I.C. (premiums-claims) was v£ where v vas the "volume 

of policies sold." It might be interesting to examine the same 

problem when the portfolio of premiums-claims is given by 

v,^1 + v»?- + ... + v C  i.e., it is a mixture of varying 11   2 2        mm *    0 

quantities v. of different types of risks c,. • In this way 

the model could be further generalized to include underwriting 

improvement when the appropriate cost functions are introduced. 

•■• 

■ '   ■li,Hmimmtit*tmmtm*äm*k tj-***»-*^-^ -^i-  
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APPENDIX I 

Let k0 e 3K , as k ■* k0 lim d(k) and lim w(k) either 

both exist and are strictly positive and all the d.(k) have 

finite limits 

or both are +• . 

Proof: 

For convenience, we denote    lim      simply lim.    There are two 
k-k0 

cases: 

Case 1.    ^rli c Y ] - 0 

0 < L(i,k0) < »   with probability 1. 

Let    J(k0)  i {j  c N  |  k° - 0 , k0 c 3K} ; J(k0) »« ^    by definition 

of    3K .    Also    N - J(k0)     Is nonempty since    (0 ,   ...,   0)   i K . 

(a)    j  e J(k0)  : 

lljn kj | - (11m k^L^.k0)  - 0    on   i c Yo        0fo = Y - Y^) 

uj (kj v ^ 'J > ^j " yj by A'1 and A*2 

Thus 

i [lia UJ (kj ♦)" yjjl^^0)*wd^ > 0    (possibly    4«    if    t      is    +«) 

i 

But the above Integral is equal to the integral over    Y     (since 

Pr[j|/ c Y^] - 0)  .    Thus by uniform convergence and the definition of 

d. (k)    it follows that    lim d  (k)     is positive  (possibly +») ■> 

lim d  (k)  > 0    (possibly    -H»)   . 

■w 
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(b) J c N - J(k0) : Then k° > 0 and u! fk ^j * uj fuju 

and the limit of d. (k) is defined (possibly +» or -») . Hence, 

lim d. (k) exists and is nonnegative or +■■> . 

(c) Thus lim d(k) exists and is positive or +» . 

(d) Since, in a neighborhood of k0 d (k) > 0 , j c J by (a), 

n 
and in order to satisfy \   d. (k) ■ 0 , for each k in this neigh- 

i-1 1 ~ 

borhood, there must exists a  h e N - J(k0) , h - h(k) , with 

dh(k) < 0 -o ah(k) - 0 

then 

wk(k) -  IdCkXl^ - k^l  - l(&\\ - \\ 

Now k« -•■ 0 since kp = min k. thus 

lim wh(k) - (lim Y^)  lim d(k) 

but lim 1^ > 0 since h \ J(k0) . 

Thus if d(k) -► +• «c w. (k) -► +• ^ w(k) -► +» . _        (| _        _ 

(e) Summary: 

We have the following posslblitles. 

(1) All d. (k) have finite nonnegative limits with at least 

one being strictly positive since J(k ) Is nonempty 

■o d(k) has a finite positive limit (f.p.M -o 

«> each w. (k) has a f.p.J-.  ■> w(]c) has a f.p.Ä. 

(2) Some d (k) becomes +-» *> d(k) •*+»-> w(k) ■*■ +» . 

Case 2. PrU e Y ] > 0 

o < L^.k0) < +• , 2 c yo 

L(z,k0) - -»• , ^ c Y. 

"J 

..,..,. ^-^  ..-.... 
-■,..-„..■>.. ^..  .,   .,.„.,.,. ^..J..: ,;,.,.,.,  | 
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Let j c N - J(k0) which Is nonempty. Then since k° > 0 , k. > 0 

In i neighborhood of k0 . 

Let ZjC^-u' (Kj-^r) 

From the definition of d (k) we can write 

f ?(Z'lS) f , p^.k) .(y)dy 

The second Integral: We said that k > 0 In a neighborhood 

of k . Also since 
P(i,k) 

cannot have zero as a limit point for 

any £ c Y and k e K (recall remark 2 of Assumption A. 3) it fol- 

P    o ~ 
lows that k. Y "*■ kIL > 0 • But then 11m Z. (y,k) < t. . Also y. 

JVJ J J        J 
is always finite (by A.2) thus Z.(£,k) - y. is bounded for all ^ 

in a neighborhood of k0 . Finally 

J limtZj^k) - yj]L(Z,k0)*(jr)d2 - 11m  J   [Z^.k) - y^ -j^- d^ 

I 

because of the uniform convergence assumption.    Further since 

Z. - y,  < +»    (proved above) and    L(^,k )  < +« V^ e Y     by assump- 

tion,   the R.H.S.  ia < +*>   (since each    y      varies over a finite 

interval by A.2). 

The first Integral:    Over   Y^    k°L(^,k0) --H»->  Z  (^.k) •* t.   . 

But   L* < i* - y*   ioT a11   Z e Y   thus   Z4 (z»Ji) - y* * Q   for a11 

o P(i,k) 
y e Y  in a neighborhood of k    Also since  . / > ■* ■+• for 

all £ e Y^ uniformly the first Integral diverges to -" as 

k- k0 . 

«MMm^M^to iiMiii-ii ii       . i :  .  ■ uMatttttmmmtmmiM* i — ■ ~ *■■ "■ - ■ ■-■ -■■< - -■   ■ 
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Combining our observations for the first and second integral 

we conclude that    d.(k) ■*■-<-   as   k -»■ k0    for    J  E N - J(k )  . 

However, we know that      \   d (k) - 0    (by the conservation 
JeN J 

condition (2.12) or (2.16)). Thus if one d (k) tends to — , 

the sum of those d.(k)'s that are positive must tend to +• * 

d(k) -► -f- . 

Now the argument of Case 1 applies that for each k in a 

neighborhood of k*"  there Is at least one h e N-JHc ) such that 

(^(k) < 0 (in fact any j c N-J(k0) will do the job since d (k) ■ 

as we showed above). 

dh(k) - 0 * wh(k) - dOOll^ - k^ (k) 

Since k^.. v -► 0 , d(k) -»••+«> , and kf > 0 It follows that 

w. (k) -► -H» ■» w(k) ■♦ +» . 
n - — 

To conclude this case therefore 

d(k) -»■ +»   and    w(k) •* +» . 

Combining now the conclusions of Case 1 and Case 2, we have 

the statement of the Lemma. 

Theorem 2; 

If Al, A2, A3 hold, Problem II has a solution. 

Proof: 

We first state 

Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem: 

Let    K   be a compact and convex subset of   F      and    f    a con- 

tinuous mapping from    K    into    K .    Then there exists a fixed point 

■^M^Al ....^—       ,    ,KMM^MÜIMlM<M^a*l^.>ii.M„  . .. ...  1. .....■., 
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x for f , I.e. x - f(x) .  (For a proof see Berge (1959).) 

Now ID our problem: 

(1) K , as defined in (2.15), is a convex and compact set 

in R 

(il) Define a continuous function o(x)  on 0 ^ x <. +» , 

0 < a(x) _< 1 , o(0) - 0 , 3(x) > 0 for x > 0 , 

a(x) - 1 for x 2. D where D > 0 . 

We are going to look at a(w(k)) and denote It a(k) . 

Define 

(1.1) 
((1 - a(k))d,(k) + a(k) (J - 1 n) 

3,(k)  =  J "     3 

J -' (l    if    w(k)    is undefined   (i.e. +«). 

Now    3. (k)    is continuous for    k e K .    This is obvious for    k 

such that    w(k)    is defined    (< +»)     (note that by Lemma 2, we cannot 

have    d(k)   , w(k)    well defined    (< +■>)    while some    d  (k)    are un- 

defined or    +»)   .     For points    k0    that    w^') ■ +«    (necessarily 

k0 c 3k)   , we defined   3.(k0) ■ 1 .    Then we can find a neighborhood 

of    k0    so that    w(k)    is defined    and    w(k)   > D .    Thus in this 

neighborhood,    a • 1    and    d  (k) ■ 1  .    Therefore,    d (k)    is con- 

tinuous on    k c K . 

Finally we define the mapping 

i 
I 

- 

■ 

■ 

(1.2) 
^       k   +d(k) 
k    . J J  

1+13. (k) 
i-l 

(3-1,   .... n) 

t, This method is borrowed from Arrow-Hahn  (1971),  pp.  31-32. 

L_ 
UMMlMMÜt ■ -w.^-^^ l-!-- •-   - 
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since d (k) > 0 for all 1 the napping Is well defined. It is 

n 
easy to check that k > 0 and  ^ li • 1 

(lii) thus the mapping (1.2) is from K into K 

(iv) the mapping (1.2) is continuous for k e K .  We already 

«bowed that d (k) is continuous for all j 

(v) It follows from the fixed point theorem that there exists 

* 
k  so that 

* ■  * * *    Wk) 
(1.2) k - —L--J   j - 1 n . 

1+ I  d,(k ) 
i-1 :, 

We denote for simplicity 

di(k ),di(k ),d(k ),o(k ) by ditdi,d ,a  respectively . 

(vi)  k* j« 0 for all j . 

Suppose to the contrary that k ■ 0 then by (1.2) 

* _*   *        *     _* 
(1-a )d+a -0 ■*► a ■ 0 , d .• 0 

but by definition of a , this implies w(k ) » 0 .  But k c 3K 

and we proved in Lemma 2, Chapter 2 that for k c 3K w(k) > 0 (pos- 

sibly +») and we reach a contradiction. Thus, k > 0 for all j . 

* 
(vli) Since k  belongs to the interior of K , it follows that 

-* * 
d < « . We consider (1.2)  and drop the use of asterisk after 

■* 
substituting for d 

i v  ' 1 
(1.3) k =» -J 1 

ki+(l-a)d4+a 
■t 

J l+(l-a)d+nu 

^*>*^^*-- - ■ ■-^.  iiiä««1MI«aiM<M—M^M 
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or by multiplying both sidcf by tht denominator of the right hand 

tide and rearranging: 

(1.4) dk -d ■ ad+dkj-n j-dj) . 

Now since J d (k) - 0 for k c interior (I) , it follows that 

there is an h so that dh(k) < 0 ^ dh(k) - 0 . In this case, 

(1.4) becomes 

(1.5) dl^ • od+dl^-nl^) 

Now let J. be the set of indices for which 

1 + dk - nk - d - 0 
• 

and    J. ■ N-J.     (the rest of the indices)  .    We note that because 

of    (1.4) 

i"l- VV0~ Vn 

It follows that if k. <!- j e J, . 'j ' n " - "2 

We have the following cases 
5 

I.  J, 0 

I Then Jj^ - K • 

Thus (1.3) becomes 

k - - for all j E N 
J  n 

w(k) • 0 -» o - 0 . 

k1 '- J   1+d 

and for an h dh - 0 ■* 1 + d - 1 ^ d • 0 . 

■"■—'■  J -—m-f»   n imnf--'     —■ -      -   
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For   kv " ~     (1.5)  become« 

5kh " a\ 

If    d>*0"»oi-l.    Then (1.3) becomes 

k+1 
k.  - ri—   -» k   - i   for all    j j      1+n J      " 

but then   w(k) ■ 0 ^ a-0    contradiction.    Thus    d - 0  . 

in. v *. is ' - 
For a    J  e J-    solve   (I.A) 

and equate 

for   a  .    Do the same with (1.5) 

(1.6) h^JL V 
1+k.d-k n-d i+; v-v 

and since 0<a<l-^l-k.n>0-»k. <- but k. T'-^k<- -- n-     h-n      hn    hn 

Now multiplying diagonally and simplifying, we have: 

(1.7) d(k -kh) - d (1-l^n)   j c J2 

while for j c J. , dk, - d - 0 and k. - - . Thus if d ^ 0 *► 

1  d1 
k. ■ - ■-J- which we note satisfies (1.7) too. Thus (1.7) holds 
j  n  d 

for all j c N if d ^ 0 . 

Now k, ■ mln(k,) . For j c J. , k. < k, ■ — . Now suppose 
Ti  . M 1        ■   1   h   j  n IcN 

to the contrary that there exists j e J- such that k < k. . 

5 
(1.7)    implies that    —*• < 0    (which is a contradiction)  since 

d 

1  - k n > 0 . 

Then 

-  ^ ■■ •'■'^***^''"'1"  ' " ia.i'm i III—IIIWI  i "•• '  ':*  ■*'-  fll.irat^ili 
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Therefore (1.7) holds for all j end 1^ - nlnC^) , but 

this implies w(h) - 0 (check def. of w(k)) *• a-O*d-0 

with the seme argument as in Case I: this is a contradiction, 

since we assumed 3 i* 0 . Thus d ■ 0 . 

Conclusion: In all three cases, <! • 0 <■» d'k ) - 0 for 

all J . Thus Problem II has a solution with k1 > 0 . | ! 
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APPENDIX II 

A PREMIUM CALCULATION PRINCIPLE 

(a) The I.C. wants Co calculate a premium for assuming the 

risk C • Por this purpose it constructs a price function 

P.(x) where P (x)dx will have the meaning of the price the 

I.C. asks in order to pay $1 If C " x . Thus for assuming a 

risk C » the I.C. must calculate as premium 

(1) PUl - J,xPc(x)dx. 

But It is conceivable that the customer may not wish to cover 

the whole risk C . Instead he might wish to participate in the 

risk by making a contract Z(x) that pays to him $Z(x) when 

5 ■ x . The premium accordingly should be, 

(2) PU(01 " /z(x)P5(x)d:,; . 

Suppose now ^ s Z(C) • As ip Is itself a random variable 

(r.v.) it is associated with a price function P.(y) . Then the 

premium for assuming   <|/   should be 

(3) Pm - /yyy)«iy 

but if the I.C. Is consistent, (3) must be the same with (2). This 

Implies that 

(4) Pc(x) - P^(Z(x)) | Z'(x) I . 

r"T'"  'l"'""" ■'  i'i n iim.li.t.il.iii<w  ■.-,..,,■.„,■,,     ., .^...^^.■.^ ..,.^.....    ..„i.,,.    
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(b) A way to think of P. (y) is as a distortion of the 

density function $^(y) of the random variable ty  : 

(5) p^Cy) -yy)^(y). 

For example,    ^(y)  ■ a+by  .    This would mean that  in calculating 

the premium for    ^    we are  Interested in the first and second moments 

only.    If,  however,    4.' - S2 - Z(0    then  (3)  requires that 

PC(X) - yx2)yx2) |2x| 

but  |2x| yx2) - ^(x) 

P (x) - f (x2H (x) but by dafinition of P (x) , (5), 

f^(x2) - f^x) - a+bx2. 

The above imply that whereas the premium for ij» is based on 

the first and second moments of \\i  ,  the premiums for £ is based 

on the first and third moments of £ . 

It can then be argued that this principle for premium calcu- 

lation uses different criteria for different distributions, whereas 

the classical principles would use the same characteristic for all 

distributions (for Instance, the second moment). This is exactly 

the point. It Is doubtful whether we would like to look at the 

second moment for all distributions. It is rather more likely 

that we have to adopt our criterion to each specific distribution. 

This principle of premium calculation is also additive.    In 

effect. It is a way of extending the expected value principle by 

distorting the underlying distribution of the risk.  In the exaniple 

above we used f (y) ■ a+by but 

MHäl*Mum*L'MälU*»aä*am*mMim1ll*ILilL*,. ■■ , .■,-...,..,:..^i>.,. :       ^mtaM^m     ■•-Ill •-"'-'■- ■ ■ Hn-.maMi,! .(mi     _*  
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(6) ^(Z(x)) - fe(x) 

holds In gentral because of (4). 

Also note that in particular, if f.(y) ■ constant for some 

r.v., i^i , then it must be constant for all other r.v.'s. This 

leads us to the particular case of calculating the premium based 

on the expected value only. Thus, the expected value principle 
( 

is a particular case of the principle presented here. 

and fCx)  is determined as was desired. 

■ 

(c) We showed above how from one price function we could 

determine another for a different random variable. A more systematic 

way of doing this is to start with fA?)     (assumed to be determined 
4 

by the I.C. somehow) when i|/ is uniformly distributed on [0,1] . 

Suppose now we want to find f.(x)  for a r.v. 5 ~ F (x) . 

Certainly 

il» - F (x) where ty  ~ U[0,1] 

meaning that the r.v. F (O  is uniformly distributed on  [0,1] . 

In particular, y ■ F (x) . Ther because of (6) 

(7) W*)) ■ v*) 

attttt^mmmmi^tiaMmtttMmimittamtimttitmmmamtu ■    , ,,,m^lämmmtigamtMlttimitlättltmtmäa^aam.m^^.      ■ i n m.. m.iii.n 
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APPENDIX III 

Consider the condltione 

(1) «C^ + b > 0 

'Qt+1 
(11) ~£± > 0 

Bt+1 

<111) (t+l)(c+l) - 1 < 0 . 

We will show that A given by (5.36) or (5.5A) is strictly concave 

for model la. If conditions (1) and (11) hold and for model la. 

If conditions (1), (11), (HI) hold. 

Proof: 

For both models. 

■ ""Wfe".«) 
(t+l)(c+l) 

The first derivative w.r.t.    C +1    is 

(5.36) or (5.54) 

^•"•'W^Vi) 
(t+l)(c+l) 

"«t+l<^ Vx) 

(t+l)(c+l)-l (t+l)(c+l)aA. 

m t+l 

The second derivative w.r.t. C .. is 

'~' -    ■  ■ — • liMlrti [        .num. ■(■m   I   ill   ■ HüMjinaginll U^dtti.   
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""«t«^ Vx) 

(t+l)(c+l) 

A (t+l)(c+l)-l  (t+1)(c+1)aAt 

^•^fevj "t+l 

"^t+i^S Wi) 
v(t+l)(c+l)-2    a2      2 

2      "t 
lt+l 

A'(t+l)(c+l)[t+l)(c+l)-l] . 

(ax^b) c+1 
Since    u(x) -    ,  .,: for both models,    A»    becomes a(c+1) 2 

&2 " K}aC(* AQ)   " 2(aCt+l + b)(m AQ)f Ct+l)(c+l) + 

(aCt+1 + b)2 ^ a(t+l)((t+l)(c+l)-l] 
~ m I 

(1) 

where we dropped the subscripts in    A  , n    ., Q    .    as there is 

no danger of confusion and we called 

(2) K i  (aCt+1 + b) 'IH (t+l)(c+l)-2 

(note that K > 0 by assumption (i), (ii)). 

Thus, we only have to investigate the sign of *jr = Al . We can now 

write A'  in another form: 

(3) 

Aj.a(c+l)[f AQ-   (aCt+1 + b) A(t+1)] 

2 
^- (a2Q2 + (aCt+1 + b)2(t+l)) 
m 

m^*.  !■!■     >■ iMlMM^^iiaiiitrl.« HI i» ill I ■■'■ -^^t^fcA^^^.^^.   -!>-.-..iJ-... 
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Modal Ij^t    (a > 0 . c < -1) . Look at (3). 

Sine« •(c+1) < 0 and Che second term la strictly negative, 

it follova that A* < 0 . 

Modal la«; (a>0,-l<c<0). 

Her«    a(c+l) > 0   but    1 > c + 1 > 0   and also    (t+l)(c+l)-l < 0 

Take (1)  then each tern Is negative thus    A' < 0 . 

J— ,       i      ■■    Mi^JWn —■■   ■■■ —^■■-■^--- - ■ i ii 11 iiniiia",';",w—■'■ aMM ■— 
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APPENDIX IV 

Consider the one period problem once   Cj^    1« fixed 

max    Eu(R(^)) 
R(-) 

s.t.      j R(x)P(x)dx -  I (   1 ^    1 + Pj^ - xJPCx)«!* = n    (constant) 

where    P(x)  , C-   , R(x) , P.   , it , x.    defined as before.    Aeeume 

that    P(x)    and   R(x)    can be written as 

(1) P(x) -    I    P.gi^) 
1-1 

(2) POO =-    I    d^i^) 
1-1    1 1 II 

where    {g  (x)}    ,    Is a complete orthonormal set of functions with 

gj^x)  = 1 .    It follows that   p,  - IT    since   p.   =   JpC^g^C^dx , 

i^ =  J,R(x)s1(i)di •    Further assume that   p. »* 0   for all    1    and 

1 

I 
define 

(3) 
*i® ( 1        \ 

for all    1 . 

(4) Zi "= Vi 

Note that    ß.     (1 ^ D    can take both positive and negative values. 

The budget constraint then becomes: 

(5) ^ Z, ■ * 

■ — ' 
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(6) max  L'uf J Z.ß.) 

'l'1-l 

If we solve for Z. In (S) and substitute in (6) the problem PI 

becomes, 

P2: max Eu (j2 
Zi(ßi " r) + nr) 

which apart from the summation being extended to " and the ß 's 

being unconstrained to the positive semi-axis is similar to Hakan- 

sson's problem. Hakansson's solvency constraint is mathematically 

needed to ensure that the argvr.ent of u remains within the domain 

where u is defined. Analogous conditions are found to be necessary 

in our approach (for example for Model la aR + b > 0 which here 

translates to  J Z«^ ~ r) + ,ar > 0)« 
1-2 1 1 

The no-easy money condition can also be shown to be satisfied. 

Consider the condition 

(7) pr R(i) " 7 J R(x)P(x)dx < Oj > 0 

Substituting we see that (7) implies 

(8) Pr[j; Zi(ß1 - r) < 0] > 0 

which is the no-easy money condition.    It only remains to show that 
P(x) 

'7) is satisfied. First recall that 0 < 
*(x) < » .  It follows 

MMMi «tkMaMMHMMU miM^^n—ÜMhMiMMM  —" -■■- -  ■ - ■■■-■ 
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P(x) 
that   is another probability density function which is posi- 

tive whenever and only whenever 4>(x) is positive. Then suppose 

that (7) did not hold. Then with probability 1 (w.r.t. any of the 

P(x) 
two density functions or    ^(x)) 

R(i) i JMx) 
P(x) 

. ^ 

or R(_p _> ER(p with probability 1 but this is impossible. Thus 

P(x) 
the fact that       behaves like a density function and is positive 

whenever    t(x)    is positive  (and vice versa)  guarantees that (7) 

holds. 

Once the problem is in the form P2 we could continue by modi- 
OP 

fying Hakansson's proof of the existence of optimal    {Z.} 
1 i-2 

This, nowever, would be an unnecessary effort because to find the 

optimal solution explicitly we would be obliged to once again re- 

turn to the closed form rapresentation of R(x)  and P(x) in order 

to apply the market optlmality conditions (2.8), (2.9).  It is for 

this reason that we directly utilize the completeness of the market 

and approach the problem in the form of Fl and obtain the optimal 

mix of securities (or the unit of post-reinsurance wealth) explicitly. 

X. 
■—-^-^-—-: ^- ■■   
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